




Bob Avakian on.

Recently, Bob Avakian responded to o number ot
queslions trom o comrode who hos been involved in the
revolulionory slruggle throughout the decodes o! the
'60s, '70s ond into the 'E&. The onswers eloborate on o
number o! questions robed in lhe tolk, "Conquer the
World? The Internotionol Proleloriot Must ond Will,"
published as a special issue ol Revolution mogozine
(issue No. 50). Eorlier excerpts in this series deolt with
q ues t io ns o bou t t he p rty (RW issues I 3 6- I 44 ) a n d o bou t
anarchbm (isues 145-6), Bob Avakian's remorks qre
editedfrom o tape. Other lopiaJrom these taps will ap-
pear in coming issues of the RW.

Q: { [ot of the quesrions I had in reading over ..Conquer
the World. . . " and thinking about it were about what
went on in the'60s and then in the'70s. We both became
involved in the '60s during the Black liberation struggle,
the anti-war movement and the Cultural Revolution in

were involved
was a big lull,
kept carrying

sided a lot of other peopte went ahead 
""3:t#jHtt""j;raised families and went off and sorr of did their thing.

I'd like to hear your thinking on that and the whole
period ofbig upsurges ofthe '60s, and then the'70s and
then get into-with the historic conjuncture shaping
up-get into the role of these " '60s people"; as we said
beflore, there are people who were active then and who
still have aspirations. There are still a lot of them who
think about what happened then and want to change
things. How do you see things developing and the role
they are going to play?
BA: I think it is importan
ple in the '60s were rebelli
of the system as a whole,
it and their values, and al
tion," the "Left"-their utter bankruptcy. These were
the kinds of sentiments that were widespread even
among the intellectuals and certainly a lot of the youth,
including many youth from the proletariat.

This went along with whar was happening interna-
tionally, which overall set the context and gave the major
impetus to what was going on in the U"S. Within the U.S.
itself there was the tremendous upsurge of the masses of
oppressed nationalities, in particular the Black people;
we've analyzed a lot of the basis for that upsurge which
also was rooted in the international situation and some
changes that were brought abour even in the tactics ofthe
U.S. imperialists and the way that they had to deal with
the "problem," as they saw it, of the Black people when
they were trying to institute neo+olonialism in place of
colonialism in big parts of the world. At the same time
there were the changes in the economic situation and the
material conditions of the Black masses, the change from
the sharecropping system in the South ro more ad'vanced
production relations and the tremendous migration that
was occasioned by that, the transformation of millions
of Black people into prolerarians concentrated in the ur-
ban ghettos. Along with dl that were rhe ideological fac-
tors; all this combined and gave rise to a tremendous up-
sur8e.

'6Os People
Then there were the youth. Of course, among the

Black masses, too, it was the youth who were at the fore-
front, going back to the civil rights movement, especially
if you are looking at who were the ones that took the ini-
tiative, who wete the ones in the forefront of the action.
But also this was true of the youth more broadly. Speak-
ing in particular of the white youth, including from
among the proletariat, but especially the intellectuals,
they were going through some changes-both in terms of
their material position, and especially in the whole way in
which society was being shaken and everything was being
challenged. You were being confronted with choices and
the world was going up. All around the world, including
in the U.S., there was tremendous upheaval and upsurge;
everything, of convention, everything established was be-
ing challenged. The word "establishment" (especially
among the intellectuals, but more generally) became a
word that combined the idea of the "ruling class" and
l'the way things are" and "those who protect that." lt's
not a.thoroughly scientific term, bul it did capture the
essence of a lot of what people were rebelling against.
The world was being turned upside down at that point.
The utter bankruptcy of the Establishment and of the
Established Order was something that revolted people
and that they revolted againsl.

The way the bourgeoisie tries to sum this up, as we
talked about earlier, is to distort or leave out the interna-
tional dimension, and they do the same with the question
of the more basic masses' revolt within the U.S., and in
particular ihe revolt of the masses of Black people-like
in the movie "The Big Fix." I saw this other movie, "A
Small Circle of Friends." And while there may be
references to other things, they focus in on-"A Small
Circle of Friends"-by which they mean campus radi-
cals, students who became somewhal radicalized, I
believe at Harvard. ln general it all focusses around
them, and the real thrust of the time within the U"S"
which gave everything its revolutionary impulse and
pushed it as far as it did go, thal is, the uprising of the
Black masses and the revolutionary currents and the
revolutionary tendencies and organizations that
developed there, are either cut out.all together, or cer-
tainly distorted in a grotesque kind of way.

War Communism

On the other hand if you just take the youth, the in-
tellectuals, and so on, who were invol.red at that time, the
bourgeoisie tries to present this as if these were people
who were alienated, yes, but really just an updated ver-
sion of the early '50s, of "Rebels Withour a Cause,"
James Dean and his Mercury '49-middle-class kids who
have everything so good that they just get bored, except
aow, because there are some "causes" around, they
latch onto this or thar cause. Or even if they presenr ir a
little bit more "'sympatherically" in one sense, that is,
that these young people really have become "caught up"
in larger questions and causes but sooner or later they
have to face reality: the society is still there, rhey have ro
settle down, they can'r spend the resr of their life rebell-
ing and living this kind of . . .

Q: Idealistic.

BA: Yeah, the idealism, but particularly thinking they



pcrvend of course by thc bourtsoisic. Mao tdked about
it from anothcr arulc. He talkcd about how up in thc
mountains they all a1e out of the same bowl, they shared
everything they had. They didn'l haveany wage systemc
anything elsc. And then, hc says, we won victory and
came down out of the mountains and things got worse in
a sensc. Mao's not litcrally saying that they shouldn't
have won and they shouldn't have come down ortt of the
mountains and they shouldn't have administered the
whole country. But he's saying that it wasn't possiblc in
those ccinditions to maintain e kind of "war com-
munism". becausc they weren't al war. The wc com'
munism was basically corrGct and corresponded to the
period when they wcre waglng guerrilla warfarc in thc
mountains, but when they came down into thc city they
had to administer the whole country and there were all
these different class forces and strata that they had to take
into accpunt. They had lo win ovcr a numbcr of intellec-
tuals and unite with thcm and make conccssions to them
to a certain degree without making concessions of princi'
ple. Life bccame a grcat deal more complicated. And
when their cadre were no longer living in the same thread-
bare sandals and clothes in the dcad of winter and eating
out of the same bowl, but were administering the coun-
rry, it was a different story loo.And so, fdr a number of
reasons, war communism could not be maintained.

I think there's a ccrtain andogy there, to the situation

kind of going to be a generally asccnding line toward that
goal without much brcak or interruption. What we werc
largely unprepa.rcd for was this ebb that came, not only
in itre U.S., but internationally, more or less in the
mid-'70s-not without contradiction, not that thc world

movement in most, if not all, countrics during that

and the greatest.preparation for the possiblc advances

can be mide on a world scale, and also within different
countries. Some crucial opportunities will be lost or not
seized.

eagc?

Horrclorl
I think this analogy of war communism applics in a

scnsc to the develognents throuth thcsc periods. t
remcmber, for examplc, when I was involved in the Frce
Slicch Movcmcnt. At ther timc I was a studcnt al
Bcrketey and I wrs in my sccond full yeer, I think. AndI
was like e lo of studcnts
are; future. And I rcmcm-
ber. Well, that's the waY it
is with studcns-mainly<pccidly thcn. lt wasn't thl
much diffetent in the carly '6(b. Everybody tdks about

mind than they were in
the hst part of the '7
future and their gradcs
cerns. (Although the lare '7(b were quite different than
ttrc tOs, they weren't able to turn back the clock nor
wipe out everything that happened, and that's got to be
grasped.) Nevertheless, with all the differences, lhe '5Os
\f,ere not just all one big mass revolutionary movcment,
or one PeoPle focus
on the ike' but thcre
was co ovcr into the
early '70s, and the '7(h wasn't all onc cloudy. overcast
period of political paralysis.

In any casc, I remember I was in the Frec Speech
Movement and we took ovq a building and we were in
there for a couple of days. This whole building was
vibrat discrrssion, as well as

literal in thc middle of this
there ng myself, who wcre
doing our homework. Bccause you knew that at some
point you were going to come out of this building one
way or the other. and there was still school and lhere was

still your future to think about. And at some point in



ahead, how to get a little bir better position. Those things
reassert themselves. Those are not only dominant values
ideologically, but in terms of the material conditions
that's the way the society runs. And it applies differently
for different classes, but there is the fact that you have to
come to terms with this system, and, if you will, com-
promise with it in order to survive or in order to find your
place in it-whatever your place is allowed ro be or turns
out to be through the workings of this system overall. In
one way or another you have to make your peace and
live-even if you don't ideologically completely make
your peace; that's the example of a lot of people who say,
"look, I may be doing this or that but that doesn't mean t
like this system, that doesn't mean I /*e these values."
Or even more positively, "l still believe in revolution."
You run into people who say that; all that has not been
wiped out.

The '70s, even the worst days of the '70s, even the days
with the least sunlight and fresh air, were not like the'50s
were. They could not put "Leave It To Beaver" and
"Howdy Doody" back on TV, really. Maybe they tried
with "Howdy Doody," I don't know. But they couldn't
really put "Leave It To Beaver" and all those things back
on, unless they put them on as something of a joke. I
mean, when they put "Batman" on the TV in the late
'60s, they had to do it as camp. They ar.e trying again;
they've got Superman out again and so on. But even that
has to be adjusted for the times and take into accounr
everything that has happened since they could put for-
ward unadulterated "Truth, Justice and The American
Way" through and coming out of World War 2. The
point I'm trying to make here is that it's very sharply con-
tradictory. I really believe that out of that generation,
out of that whole upheaval of the '60s, even among older
people and not just the generation that was coming to
"maturity" at the time, but more broadly there was a
tremendous impact on millions of people that has not
been lost.

You can see it now, with things sharpening up again,
more social ferment going on, movements. People don't
have to go through everything that they had to go
through around Vietnam before they can come out in op-
position around El Salvador, for example. Look at the
movement in the U.S. around El Salvador. True, it
hasn't reached the massive proportions that the move-
ment around Vietnam did, because the world is dif-
ferent. And EI Salvador today does not play the same
role in the world, or even specifically in relation to U.S.
imperialism as Vietnam did. But on the other hand peo-
ple don't have to go through everything before there's
thousands of people who get active, and before public
opinion is in large measure mobilized against the ad-
ministration in-a way that in a cerrain sense it took years
and years to achieve during the '60s around Vietnam. So
that reflects the fact that people learned things and there
were changes that went on, materially and ideologically.

John Kennedy end Ronald Reagan

The position of U.S. imperialism is not what it was
then; it doesn't have the strength, it doesn't have the re-
serves, and it is not able for material as well as ideological
reasons to portray its role in the world in the same way.
This is the early '80s and now we have Reagan, nol the
early '60s with Kennedy. Kennedy made a leap in Viet-
nam in active U.S. attempts to suppress the revolu-
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tionary struggle against U.S. imperialism. Kennedy was

trying to set a model - which he did, not in the way he
wanted to, but in a way that was very good forthe revolu-
tionary people in the world and for the internationalpro-
letariat - trying to set a model of how to suppress revo-
lution in the third world. He was openly trying to set a
model of counterinsurgency against nalional liberation
struggles. But he did all this while at the same time wrap-
ping himself in a mantle of humanism and democracy
and the New Frontier and all - and mobilizing everyone
from misty-eyed intellectuals to Mafia minions. Kennedy
was able to go, for example, to Germany - you know,
Ich bin ein Berliner - and do all sorts of podium-pound-
ing threats and war drum-beating, all in the name of de-
m(rcracy. He made imperialist gangster threats and even

threatened war, for example, around the missle crisis in
Cuba. Even though the danger of-world war was not real-
ly that great in that period, still they were able to beat the
drums of war precisely to make others back off and get

out of the way. He was able to do that while at the same

time having most everyone believe this was some kind of
new and vigorous democratic force that was presiding
over the United States and the great part of the world
that it had under its boot. The fact this combination
could be pulled off is not mainly due to a slicker Madison
Avenue public relations job, or a person who was young-
er and more vigorous than Reagan and could be packag-
ed to appear both more idealistic and more vigorous at
the same time. lt was a reflection of the different position
of U.S. imperialism. It hadn't been battered in the world
to the degree that it has been since, which took a leap
under the Kennedy administration. The makeup hadn't
been knocked off.

I saw a movie called "Dead and Buried." It was not a
very good movie. But one thing about it was sort ol in-
teresting: it was about this mortician who would take
these corpses and had figured out a way to put their
bodies back together and give them back all their human
functions. In fact he made a practice of having his crew
of zombies go out and find new poiential zombies and
mangle them, burn, brutalize and deface them so that he

could then do his master craftsman work of making them
look more beautiful than ever. Then he would program
them so that they would act like people . But rhey had ro
keep coming back every few days or weeks to get fixed up
by him because their skin would crack apart; they were
walking corpses. And that's rhe image rhat's called ro
mind of U.S. imperialism in the early '60s. Bur once rhe
revolutionary struggles of the oppressed people in the
world really start smashing away ar ir, why then ir gers
revealed as being a creature like the zombies in thar
movie . It stans coming apart; the cracks in irs skin and
the decay start coming through. This is what happened to
U.S. imperialism. lt's partly a question thar ir has been
unmasked to a grealer degree, its zombie or vampire-like
features have come through more clearly, and the
makeup and the make-shift characrer of its seemingly
democratic functioning has become much more reveal-
ed. But beyond all that, it's also thar ir doesn'r have the
same reserves. lt's not able to make some of the kind ol
concessions at the same time that it is intensifying and
bringing about new forms of exploitation and oppres-
sion - neo-colonialism, for example, or some changes in
the economic relations in some of the neo-colonies that it
is dominating and plundering. It's nor able ro do thar ro
the same degree. It doesn't have the same reserves, and it
has much less maneuvering room. So it's not only, thar
over a period of time it has becone more exposed, but
much more quickly today it is exposed.

Now U.S. imperialism has to rry to assume rhis image
where turkeys go hunting turkeys wearing military fa-



tigues. You know, Reagan and his'buddies eet in the jeep
and they pose for the photographers with their Marine

Of course Reagan can't ignore reality either. Even he
has to get up and say, "Well, we won't put our missiles in
Western Europe if the Soviets take thcm out of Eastcrn
Europe. We can have peace; that's what we want.

cause, he's the effect.
theearly'8(h. Nowthat
have Kennedy in the
on a lot of things. My
tself doesn't know now

got to show a tough hand to kcep rheir alties in linc.

between Japan and the Common Market, within the
Common Market, Japan and the U.S., the Common
Marka and the U.S..... And the only way they can
hold the whole thing togcthcr is with a very powerful

' lt's Not lhe'5(h



middle classes who ger on juries by and large.
This is anorher product of ihe whole changed situation

and everything that has gone on since the late '50s and
the fact that it hasn't all been reversed. They aren't back
to where they were before the whole period of the '60s;
both what was happening internarionally and what was
happening in the U.S. has left its impacr and these are
changed circumsrances. They really are. lt's not just a
few, scattered, rare individuals out there who see things,
like one lawyer I read about in the R l,lzwho made a state-
ment, in relationship to the case of the UN 2, thar: Just
because a lot of us have gotten jobs (for example himself
as a lawyer) and temporarily made our peace with rhe
system doesn't mean that we don't still hate the things
that we hated before; it doesn'l mean we like this system
or we've accepted it the way it is. And an even more
positive example of another lawyer who says, "l still be-
lieve in revolution." There was some evidence on that
last speaking tour I made of people who came forward,
of people who called in, of people who came into the
bookstores and contacted us, of a lot of people in the '60s
who have not forgotten why it was that they were active
then. They've made their "peace" in the sense that
they've settled into another kind of life rather than being
a movemenl activist - because they have had to, because
the movement did ebb.

Sure, this is different from the people like those in our
Party who make the leap to being conscious revolu-
tionaries, to having a grasp of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought, communists who are professional
revolutionaries, or even if organizationally they don't
have the responsibility of full+ime work for the Party,
still ideologically are full-time revolutionaries; that is,
that's what their life is devoted to. Those people, by
definition, are the ones who are armed with the line of
the Party, whose understanding enables them to see

beyond the temporary ebb. But even this was not without
a tremendous amount of turmoil and struggle within our
own ranks, including a major split. Only through this did
we make it through the shoals and rocks and avoid the
shipwreck that the other forces who gravitated toward
Marxism-Leninism in the U.S. ran into at one point or
another along the way - mainly through the course of
the '70s, and some even have done so more thoroughly
even in recent times. The CWP, which was always oppor-
tunist, now has made another leap by reversing, I won't
say correct verdicts, but reversing a certain verdict they
had on the question of revisionism and on the nature of
Soviet society as capitalist and the system as imperialist;
now they've reversed all that. This kind of opportunism
is a double-barreled weapon" aimed both at the masses of
people, but also at themselves. When you have this kind
of opportunist patchwork ol a lot of diflerent and con-
tradictory positionS, and you attempt lo cover them
over, eventually it does implode as well as explode.

The main point I'm trying to make here is that many of
the people who came through the'60s will come forward
again. Not all of them. Some of rhem have really risen in
the world, changed their social position, or become cyni-
cal to the point where it's going to take a great deal to
shake them out of it in terms of a real mass upheaval and
tremendous changes in the world. Maybe even that won't
do it, maybe they'll be total cynics if nor diehard op-
ponents of revolution. But I really believe thar a tremen-
dous number of people from that period will come for-
ward. I thinkso not just because I want to believe it, bur I

think we see the signs of it. These individuals are not rare
individuals bul are more or less typical of a large rtumber
of people who went through that period. And if you wanr
10 use the analogy, because the war communism was nol
something that could be maintained indefinirely, rhey
had to "grow up and face their responsibiliries." Some

of them grew up and faced rheir responsibiliries at age 35
or 32. So it's obviously nor a question of age or a ques-
tion of growing up. They, were plenry old enough before
thal lo knou, what they were doing, unlike what the
bourgeoisie wants you to believe. lt wasn'r jusr a
youthful phase that they' outgrew, although there is
something to the role of youth and the characteristics ol
youth that these people exhibired.

Newborn Forces al the Frtrefront

It's true that we can't expect that these people, many
of them. are going to be in the forefront the way rhey
were 20 years ago. That would be a mistake. I think that
we have to become "not old" ourselves. We have (o our-
selves grasp what Lenin was talking about when he said
communism springs from eveiy pore of society, with
regard to the new things that exist. We have ro under-
stand them in the new forms, and recognize them in the
new forms in which they emerge. The punk scene is not
the scene that was among the youth when we were youth.
And as much as we are ideologically young, in some u'ays
we're not youth anymore-much as we h4ve tried to be.
And I think in large part those of us who have stayed with
this and developed and deepened our revolutionary
outlook are in some ways younger than we were then.
We're the opposite of Bob Dylan; according ro whar he
soid he was "so much older then, I'm younger rhan thar
now." For us there are some important ways in which
that's reolly true, whereas for him, he was on his u'a1'ro
becoming a lot older, although thar didn't shou'up quire
then. He still was contradictory wirh a strong posirive
aspecl even after he became cynical toward communism.
But there are some actual ways in which we are younger
than we were then, although on the orher hand we're
really not either. And we have to grasp thot toot.

We can't expect the rebelliousness of the youth and rhe
social upheaval that's going to characterize the period
ahead to take the same form it took in the '60s when we
werepart of the youth of rhe time. lt's not going ro be the
same thing, and overall things are going to be more ad-
vanced. The things al slake are even more profound. The
possibilities are greater as rhe srakes are grearer overall -including the negative aspecr of thar, the losses thar can
be incurred can also be greater. Even though Ihere u'as
tremendous repression at that time, the stakes uere nor
as high and even a certain margin of opposition was
allowed - not "allowed" in the sense that the), en-
couraged it or didn't mind ir, but they were able ro make
more concessions and maneuver more. And no\\ -while they'll still do that all the way,through and it's
wrong to think there won't be that aspect - there are gc!-
ing to be even more attempts to just outrighr suppress it
and prevent it.

We have to be prepared for the new forms and u'ay's in
which things will arise. Even though in one sense ue're
younger now, we also can't think that lile has srood srill
or that things are going to reappear the u'al rhar *e ex-
perienced them then. Being younger nou, ideologicalll'
and politically that is, we should represent e\ren more
strongly the new and arising forces in rhe *'orld. Thar's
what I mean by "younger," we represent even more
powerfully and in a more thoroughgoing u'a1 the neu
and arising forces in the world, that is, the prolerariat,
and the thrust of communism coming through all these
different pores ol society throughout rhe u'orld in manl
different ways and forms. So u,e can't expect that the
thrusts of communism shooting up ever-vu'here are -eoing
to be the same ones u hich we experienced a u"hile back,
or else we wil/ be old and we will look and acl old to thc'
new forces emerging, whether thel'themselves are l7 or
31 or 41.



With all this, however, it is still important to Srasp that
there is a tremendous force of periple, a reserve, if yqu

will increasingly be called into motion. Not all of them,
certainly, but many of them are going to bc a tremendous
potentiil reserve of the class*onscious proletariat'

Reformism's Pull

.Of course, it's not
contradiction. A lot
then, who still have so
reformist and sociald
spontaneously and under the influence of opportunists;
riformists and revisionists that's what they have drawn

stayed active and they didn't gravitare more-torvard our
Party, then they became moreconscious in their opposi-
tion to that whole kind of a linc. That's not to say we

made as leaps forward and advanccs.
A lot of ihcm, because they haven't seen tlrc proccss

and don't understand it and also bccause of their own
elass biases, think that we're crazy or isolated. Let's face

volved - not just in contact with us - but in uruggle
with us and in unity with us. That is, they haven't beert

involved in social movement, in struggles where we've
also been a part in a kind gf united front, and they also
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It gets bac
earlier (see R
versus Marxi

nonetheless.
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forces lhat.are shaFing up in the world are increasingll,
going to call these forces, as well as newborn forces, in-to
motion. This is also going ro presenr rhem with challen_

dividuals, and rhe bex within individuals. Wirhin dif-
ferent individuals generally, as well as frorn that period,
there are also sharp contradictions; and without getring
existenlialisr abour ir, focusing on rhe individual-as rhi
main thing, we have to call forth the best in social forces,
the best individuals, and the best within individuals. But

bir the image, the monsler, thal's conjured up, because
of class bias and also in this case because ol the mistakes
that have been made hisrorically, and because of ig-
norance on people's parr. A lor of people, especialll, in
the middle classes and rhe more privileged workers ind
so on,.accept lhe syslem in the U.S. because, while they
know it's not verygood and rheir lives aren'r very happy.
ar leasr lhey can go home and rheir door is not kicked'in.

is g it, kick ir in, shoor
hat e rhey are going roper too, there is going
on differenr sort. We

will be consciously expressing u,hat the siruarion is
presenting anywa) - the challenge that's rhere, and rhe
choice rhar people are going ro have io make. Nor rhar
they are going ro be conlronled u,ith ir once, bur in a cein-
tinually,sharpening way rhet,are going ro be confronted,
wirh ir.

I think rhar rhis is rhe kind of challenge that isgoing ro
be there, increasingly, lor people generally, inltuding
those who have rasred whar ir's like when you do rhrou:
away your homeuork, and.in a sense know that while
things go through spirals and you have ro consolidate atgiven 't be c advance,
you h te and for leapsagain ple ha r it's lilewhen away nd ftlcus
your gaze, your attention, your thinking and your ac_
tions on rhe much higher rhings in rhe world. Thar's rhe

tion is going ro be posing irself. Ob-
g ro be a challenge and we have ro
usly and in a very powerful u,ay pre-
rhese forces, u,hile ar the same rime

recognizing rhar the main thrust in terms of social forces
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who did go through rhe experience oI the'60s and did
learn some things. Even if rhey' had ro remporarily rake
off their backpacks and pick up rheir homeu,ork and do
it again, even put on a suit someol'them, and make some
compromises, still as things sharpen up and the socier5
more deepll' polarizes, many of them are going ro bc
potenlial reservest even an imprtrtun! potential reserve.
and some of them will come to rhe fronr lines. So rhere
are many different places we don't now knou u,here
communism will spring from. Thar u,as Lenin's poinr.
We can and have to predicr (and can see already') rhar the
most imporlant thrusts are not going to come from those
among the middle classes who \{,ere active, for example,
in the student movemenl oi rhe '60s, but are going ro be
newborn forces and basic proletarian forces. At the same
time we have lo recognize the tremendous potential there
and we have to find the llays to really move people in the
most profound sense o[ thar word. We have to find the
ways, lhat is, not jusl to move them physicalll', nor jusr
lo have their feet move in action, but to move them b1'
calling forth the best in them thar was broughr to the fore
to a signilicant degree during the previous period when
they were active, and infuse that with an even more con-
scious content and expression, as is required by whar's
actually shaping up in the world roday. [ '



Chamber of Commerce Types

Rev olutionar y I{ationalist s
Rrently, Bob Avokion raponded lo o number of

questions Jrom a comrode who hos been involved in rhe
rcvolutionory struggle lhroughout the decsdes oI the
'6(b, '7(h ond inlo the '8(k. The onswers elaborote on o
number of questions roised in the tolk, "Conquer the
World? The lnternotionol Proletoriat Must ond Will,"
published os.o special issue of Revolution mogozine
(issue No.- 50). Eorlier excerpts in this series deolt with
questionslbout the party (RW &suas //36- 144) and about
anarchbm /issues 145-6) and " '6{ur^ people" (issue 147).
Bob Avokion's remorks ore edited lrom o tope. This seg-
menl will conlinue nexl week.

Q: ln "Conquer the World. . ." you put forward the
need to look at the '70s developments from a more inter-
national viewpoint. You raised Lin Biao's Long Live the
Yictory of People's WorandtheChinese lineof that time
(the late'50s) and what it has in common with the "thre€
worlds" theory of later on. Could you expand on your
thinking on what happened in the '70s internationally,
this whole ebb period in the movement?

BA: Take Lin Biao's Long Live the Vietory of Pesple's
Wor on the one hand and the "three worlds",theory on
the other. First of all, I think the Lin Biao document is a
much more revolutionary document. lt has errors in it;
especially with what we've learned since we can sum
them up more clearly as errors. Whereas the "three
worlds" theory, especially as it has been developed and
put forward by Dcng Xiaoping and in particular after the
coup d'etat in '76, is a couRterrevolutionary theory. If I
were to describe the line of Long Live the Victory of Peo-
ple's Wor I would say that it is a decument that contains
both Marxist-Leninist analysis and also a lot of revolu-
tionary nationalism. I think it is correct in identifying the
third world as the storm center and focal point of revolu-
tionary struggle at that time against imperialism and in
particular U.S. imperialism. I think it is correct even in
identifying the principal contradiction in the world at
that time as the one between the oppressed nations and
imperialism, especially U.S. imperialism. That's a
basically correct position.

However I also think that there are some things that
are clearly wrong in there. I pointed some of rhem out in
that excerpt, "What's Wrong With Impatience. "."'
that was reprinted in the R l/. ln particular there is a

tendency to try to take the experience of Vietnam and
meehanically project the reproduction of it throughout
the third world as though it could be done everywhere
there. On the one hand it says that Vietnam becomes sort
of a concentration point or focal point of world con-
tradictions, but on the other hand it doesn't apply that in
the sense that it projects the idea that what's being doni
in Vietnam can be done everywhere in the third world,

r "What's Wrong With lmpatience in the Service of the lnter-
national Proletariat?" (R llz No. 102)

Deng Xiaopi4g vs. Lin Biao ,.. Their Lines and Their Times

Things are more complex than that, and precisely
becaur Vietnam became a kind of focal point and a con-
centration point, it's a little unusual. Not everything is,
obviously, a concentration point at the same time.
Similarly there is the idea of surrounding the cities by the
countryside, which was taken from the experience of the
Chinese struggle. In panicular that whole essay hinges on
extending the analogy of the anti-Japanese war in China
to the world situation at that time with U.S. imperialism
being cast in the role that Japan played in the struggle in
China during the pivotal period in the Chinese revolu-
tion.

Now to put Long Live the Victory of People's War in
context, it was also written as pan of a line struggle in the
Chinese pany and in opposition to the line of reli-ance on
the Soviet Union. It was struggling against a line in the
Chinese party at that time which was summing up histor-
ical experience in such a way as to erroneously project the
idea that reliance on the Soviet Union and cooperation
with the Soviet Union is essential and correct, in the con-
ditions of the mid-'60s when the Soviet Union, as is
pointed out in Lin Biao's essay, is betraying national
liberation struggles everywhere and collaborating with
U.S. imperialism in pursuit of its own developing and
more strongly emerging imperialist interests. At that
time the Soviet Union is collaborating with U.S. im-
perialism to suppress revolution and in particular to sup-
press national liberation struggles for fear that they will
heighten contradictions and set things in motion whieh
will disrupt and shatter the whole attempt and scheme of
the Soviets at collaborating with U.S. imoerialism in pur-
suit of the Soviet Union's own imperialist interests, and
for fear that these struggles will cause the U.S. imperial-
ists to come down on the Soviet Union, panicularly at a
time when the Soviet Union was unprepared for such a
confrontation.So, I-ong Live the Victory. . . played that
kind of role within the Chinese party and more broadly
in the international movement in that struggle.

2,3, Mrny Vhtnrms?

But at the same time, when Long Live the Victory. . .

attempts to extend the analogy of the anti-Japanese war
in China onto a world scale, it runs into some troubles.
For one thing, it makes an absolute, almost a principle,
out of a fact that it correctly cites, that for a number of
reasons the revolutionary movement of the proletariat in
the advanced countries had been retarded, especially
since World War2. But one thing which is a problem in
Long Live the Victory.. . and in fact was a general prob-
lem in all the documents that were mainly revolutionary
and coming from the revolutionary camp in China was
that they didn't really analyze lhe rcasons for this retar-
dation. And when some analysis was made, it didn't put
enough emphasis on the objective situation and. ironical-



ly, it didn't s€e that the inrcnsificd plunder in the third
world, and also certain changes that were made there to
carry this out, were the underlying basis for the tem-
porary lull and retarding of the revolutionary movement
of the proletariat in the advanced countries. They didn't
really get into analyzing some of the things rhat more
rrecently, for example, we've bcen forced to analyze in
order to be able to continue to advance on the revolu-
tionary road in the context of the sharpening world situa-
tion. So the fact of that retardation is notcd, but is not
analyzed, and is basically absolutized, and along with
this what was happening in Vietnam is presented almost
as proof of the validity of this notion of rep€ating rhe
Chinese experience in the anti-Japanese war, the idea
that you can spread that throughout the third world.

lronically in some ways it is somewhat similar to Che
Guevara's concept of "two, three, many Vietnams."
Che Guevara didn't just confine himself to Latin
America. He went to the Congo at one point in the early
'60s and so on. And there is some similarity with this
Chinese line, although I wouldn't want to get into
analyzing all the similarities and differences right
now. But it's an interesting aside, somewhat ironic,
because the Guevara line and the Chinese line would
come sharply into conflict (maybe not so sharply then,
but soon afterwards). And that was also complex
becar.ise Guevara's line was incorrect, but so were some
of the lines that in particular the revisionists in the
Chinese party used to oppose Guevara and Cuevara's in-
fluence. On the other hand there was a more correct op-
position to Guevara coming from Mao and his revolu-
tionary comrades, in opposition to the shorr{ut methods
thal Guevara tried to use which did contribute to his be-
ing isolated and cut down.

But in any case, Long Live the Victory.. " tries to take
the idea that you can repeat or extend the Vietnam ex-
perience all throughout the third world. So while on the
one hand it makes a principle our of and treats undia-
lectically the Iull, the ebb, the retreat and retarding of the
revolutionary movement of the proletariat in the advanc-
ed countries, it also treats rather metaphysically the pros-
pects for and the development of the revolutionary strug-
gle in the third world, as though it's all uniform and
there's-all the same possibilities, and as if it's merely a
question of the understanding and the will and determin-
ation to wage people's war. ln fact, as I pointed out in
"Conquer the World. . . " they even made the dividing
line between genuine and sham Marxism whether you
dare to and whether you do wage people's war and
whether you support it.

This is a case where some of the more glaring errors did
not show up right away because of the importance of the
Vietnam struggle at that time in particular and beeause of
the fact that it was in the third world in general thar the
storm center of revolution against imperialism was con-
centrated. But especially with further developments since
then, and by deepening our grasp of Marxism-Leninism,
Mao Tsetung Thought as an integral ideology, we can
more elearly see some of the errors. The error of attempt-
ing to extend the experience and analogy of the anti-
Japanese war in China onto a world scale, and to projecr
the struggle in Vietnam throughout the third world and
as the basis for encircling the imperialisr citadels, in par-
ticular the U.S., begins to run up against its limirations
and begins to turn into its opposite. One incorrect
tendency that appears not just in Long Live the Victory
o/ People's Wor,but in the Ceneral Line polemic" and
generally in the line put forward by the Chinese, in-
cluding Mao at that point, is that the other imperialists
besides the U"S. are treated unevenly. The other Western

rr "A Proposal Concerning lhe General Line of the lnterna-
lional Communisl Movcment," (Peking: Foreign l-anguage
Press,1963).
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powers are sometimes treated as part of the
enemy camp along with rhe U.S., but in orher contexts,
even in the context of talking abour possible allies for the
national liberation struggles, ar least some of those im-
perialists are treared as possible allies, if vacillating and
temporary allies. They are treared as possible ailies of the
national liberation struggles in that period against U.S.
imperialism, or it is presented as if the conrradicrion be-
tween them and U.S. imperialism can be made use of in
such a way as to neutralize or panially and temporarily
win over some of these imperialist powers to suppori
these national liberation struggles. And this in fact was
not correct. Along with this is the idea that if the fires ol
national liberation wars are lit up throughout rhe third
world this will literally consume U.S. imperialism. Long
Live the Victory.. . says: "U.S. imperialism like a mad
bull dashing from place to place, will finally be burned to
ashes in the blazing fires of the people's wars it has pro-
voked by its own actions."

Correcl Thrusl-bul "Lefl" end Righl Errors

As that letter "What's Wrong With lmpatience. . . "
pointed out, I believe it's correct to overall uphold the
revolutionary thrust of this kind of position in this time,
because it was an attempt to make the most out of a
revolutionary upsurge that was occurring in the national
liberation movements in many parts of the third world.
That's the correct thrust which should be upheld down to
roday and that attitude and the atrempt to do thar should
be united with and learned from. But still there were
these errors. And it's not simply that there was an
overestimation of the situation, but along with that were
ccrtain errors of line-both "lefl" and right. ln a little
bit we'll get around to what features this Long Live the
Victory.. . line has in common with the Deng Xiaoping
"three worlds" theory. But itrnight be possible to say in
crrtain ways that the errors involved in Long Live the
Victory ol People's llVar were "lefl" errors in the sense
that I've just been talking about, that is, overestimating
the possibilities of just spreading the experience of Viet-
-namr or extending the experiences of China in the anti-
Japanese war uniformly, and overestimating the ad-
vances that could be made and attempting to push things
further than they could actually go. lf on the one hand
you could say there was a "left" error of that kind, there
were also some tendencies expressed in Long Live the
Victory.. . which called for a very broad united front of
forces, and this, as I said, even implied at least certain im-
perialist forces-states or sections of the imperialist rul-
ing classes*other than the U.S. imperialists"

This, too, was an altempt to extend the anti-Japanese
war analogy and in part at least the Vietnam experience
where there was an enemy of the nation and the over-
whelming majority of the nation could be, should be and
was united against that nationalenemy, Japan in thecase
of China, and the U"S. in Vietnam. This kind of invasion
by a foreign imperialist power, and a war of national re-
sistance, makes possible a very broad united front in col-
onial and semi+olonial countries. But the accumulating
of forces and the actual political preparation for revolu-
tion in the advanced countries-the imperialist coun-
tries-was not taken up. That merged with the over-
simplified and metaphysical tendency to try to projecr
uniformly the Vietnam experience or the anti-Japanese
war experience in China onto a world scale. That in-
terpenetraies with the error of generally calling for very
broad united fronts without making all the necessary
distinctions. Yes, in Vietnam it was correct, but in other
parts of the world at the same time, or in other situations
it may not be possible and may not be correcl to try to
ostahlish such a broad united front.
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The situation in China was ndt the same, for example ,
after the anti-Japanse war as it was during that war. It
still was correct to rry ro build the united front of all
forcts that could be united against the enemies of the
time but certainly it wasn't correct to try to continue a
united front with Chiang Kai-shek as in the anri-Japan-
ese war, because thal was now the very force you had to
concentrate your blows against. And, leaving aside the
fact that the question of strategy for revolution in the im-
perialist countries wasn't even addressed, another prob-
lem was that the situation isn't uniform in the third
world. There were and are different situations. In some
situations, even though in these countries the domination
by imperialism must be broken, nevertheless the form of
the struggle may at a given poinl more closely approx-
imate revolutionary civil war than the kind of national
war of resistance with a very broad united front that cor-
rcctly characterized the struggle in China during the anri-
Japanese war. ln other words, it might be more analo-
gous to the war against Chiang Kai-shek afterward.
(That war was in fact a national liberation war because ir
was U.S. imperialism that was the bulwarli behind
Chiang Kai-shek and without brcaking its stranglehold
on China no real social change was possible; but never-
theless it has been described often as a ciyrT war and did
take that form with the imperialists operating through
Chiang Kai-shek and through supplying material and io
on.) Plus in some counrries in the third world half of the
'population, or nearly half, is in the urban areas-in some
sases even more. While there still is a national liberation
character to the struggle there, it is not the same as the sit-
uation in China before, during and after the anti-Japan-
ese war, during the whole phase of the new democratic
revolution and the national liberation struggle.

So, you get into problems when you try to project this
internationally; and unfortunately this had some harm-
ful effects, misleading influences on people in terms of
thinking they could simply one-lo-one reproduce the ex-perrence hina. This produc-
ed both errors. Promoting
the idea unite a very broad
array of forces when that mighr not be possible in a par-
ticular country and its situation within the web of world
eontradictions, which is a strong thrust through tin
Biao's Long Live the Victory of People's Zar, promotes
errors to the right. Errors to the "left" come in the form
of the tendencf to overestimate the possibility to ad-
vance, to sce a possibility for a uniform advance
throughout the Third World.

I think that Long Live the Victory.. ., even rhough it
was written by Lin Biao, was not just Lin Biao's doeu-
menti it was a document of the leadership of the Chinese
Communist Party including Mao, though I think thar ir
contained errors thar reflected the influence of Lin Biao
and I of Lin Biao was in an oppor-
tunist , in 1965. (l'm not going to rry
to get her or not he was mainly an op-
portunist at that poinr or not, but I think there were some
definite opportunist tendencies in there thal were his.)
Had Mao taken on the task of writing this document and
nor had to unite with Lin Biao at that point, the docu-
ment would have been better than Long Live the Victory
of People's Wor was.lt wouldn't have had some of the
errors that are in there. But on the other hand, I do think
ihat the general thrust of it was the position of the
Chinese leadership including Mao, and there is a basical-
ly correct thrust in the scnse that there is a basically
revolutionary thrust. lt is an attempt to figure out how to
make the greatest advances against the main enemy on a
world scale at ihat time. lt does identify the most power-
ful reactionary force, the head of the imperialist camp at
the time, it does identify where the main revolutionary

storm clnter was and it does attempt to give impetus to
the one against the other. ln that sense and in that aspecr
it is correct. Howarer, the way in which it attempts to do
that, the line it puts forward, and the strategy it projecrs,
contains a number of fairly significant errors.

Rcvolu lionery N rlionrlists
To make it a little more provocative and sharpen it up,

the Lin Biao line is basically what the rwolutionary na-
tionalist position in China was; it is the position held ar
that time by the most radical of the bourgeois democrars
in China. Lin Biao had not really ruptured beyond being
a radical bourgeois democrat. Nevertheless, given the sit-
uation at the time-a period of upsurge of national
liberation strug,gles-and the concrete position of China
in relationship both to the imperialists and to rhe revolu-
tionary peoples, givcn the relationship of the differenr
contradictions in the world, there was a secrion of this
stratum in China that took a strong revolutionary posi-
tion against imperialism, even if on a revolutionary na-
tionalist basis and not a really thoroughly or fundamen-
tally Marxist-Leninist one. That's differenr than Mao.
But I think thar it was possible for Marxisr-Leninists to
unite with these forces at that time, at leasl up to a point,
and that included within China, even within the same
Party.

Despite all the Hoxha-ites and their erroneous ideas of
pure, monolithic parties, and the purity of Marxism-
Leninism and so on, things are not pure and monolithic
and even within the party you will find yourself forced ro
unile with people whose position if not broken with will
lead them in the future to be against the thrusr of revolu-
tion, and againsl the Marxist-Leninisr line. But for the
time their position does not bring tliem into antagonism
with the Marxist-Leninist line. That occurs broadly in
society and also even within the parly, though on a dif-
ferent basis and a different level because these people in
the party uphold Marxism-Leninism in name and present
their theories and political programs in terms of Marx-
ism-Leninism. Maybe even in their own subjeetive
understanding they think that they are Marxist-
Leninists; thal's impossible to gauge, but they present
themselves as Marxist-Leninists and present their posi-
tions and arguments as Marxist-Leninist. This is dif-
ferent than people outside the party who either are open-
ly not Marxist-Leninists or even sometimes opposed to
Marxism-Leninism, but at various junctures take a
revolutionary position from a nationalisl or radical
democratic position. You will find such people outside
the party and you will find them of a different variety
and in a different context inside the party.

At that point in the l96(h there was a good section of
bourgeois democrats in China that was driven to take a

radical democratic and even revolutionary position in the
world. Such a position did not bring them into an-
tagonism with the whole upsurge of national liberation
struggle that was going on throughout various parts of
the third world. You saw the same phenomenon in the

U"S" People whose ideology was still ultimately
bourgeois, who hadn't really ruptured with bourgeois
democracy, still took a very revolutionary stance" I'm
talking about forces that took a genuinely revolutionary
stance, or a radical stance of opposition to the system,
especially among the Black people and other oppressed
nationalities in the U.S. itself during the height of the
'60s movement; that was a very real and significant
phenomenon. The same thing was true throughoul lhe
third world in general, and also was true in China. And
those forces tended to group around Lin Biao.

I think that it was necessary for Mao to unire with
them. And under the conditions, they influence you and
you influence them. Principally, you influence them if



influence Mao.
presents a wing

fore when there is nor an upsurse but a ,j,i"J:T?:filX:
an ebbing of the tide of the revolutionary movemenr.
These kind of bourgeois democrats who are nor so
radical, who are much more openly reformist, capitula-
tionist-and pro-imperialist are the ones among that
general stratum of bourgeois democrats who tCnd to
clme to the fore and have the upper hand. Not in-

. evitably, not mechanically. not directly and one-toone
as a result of the change in the overall conditions, but the
conditions tend to foster and support them. They did not
triumph inevitably, but the way the contradictions were
shaping up in the world as a whole in the mid-'70s tended

Anelogr to Black Liberrtion Stnrggle

Just fora second let'sput this phenomenon in terms of

whose politics were ultimately reformist, who were
however extremely radical-it would even be correct to
call them revolutionary in their stance. They were revolu-
tionary nationalists during the upsurge of the '5Os. Some
of them were out championing the. upsurges of the Black
masses and seeking to give expression to them politically
and organizationally. That was wrapped up, of course,
with a great deal of what was called cultural nationalism
at the time, openly bourgeois nationalism. But the types
that came to the forefront roughly in the late'20s, wlre
much more your three-piece suit types. You know, the
ones with a briefcase who'are ,,beating the man at his
own game" or nol
wear a Dashiki a"e
in common wit the

American girls theme. Even when
singing, "we're moving on up,t' it
into two. lt had the bourgeois upwa
to it, but also was more spcaking for what the masses
were doing, even though it was certainly not the fullesr or
most radical expression of it. But now, "we're all-
American girls" is an expression of that negative side in
the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois strata.

It's not fair to takc Andy Young as an example of this
because he never was a radical; I don't imagine he even
pretended to be a revolutionary, but he did pretend ro be
a so-called civil rights activist. He isn't really an example,
but there are others who were active in that time, who
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even took a radical, revolutionary stancc and have since
tone the three-piece suit route. lt's not just that the same
people have changed their stance, there's also different
strata who have come more lo the fore. There were some
people who put down their Molotov cocktails and picked
up their briefcase, Some of them were sincere about what
they were doing when they were throwing Molotov
cocktails and that really was their stance. And some were
only pimping off it at the time and maybe didn't throw
them but assumed the posture after the danger was over.
There were both kinds. And, of course, there were also
some who didn't give in and capitulate, even if they
became confused or temporarily demobilized,
disoriented.

ln the mid-to-late-'70s in the U.S. too, this was part of
an overall world phenomenon; the U.S. had its own
dialectic but it was in an overall sense part of this larger
phenomenon, particularly part of the larger ebb in the
revolutionary struggle. And this phenomenon of the
bourgeois nationalists in the U.S. can in some ways be
used as an analogy for what happened on a world scale
and also for what happened in China. You had these dif-
ferent wings, or sectors within the general group of
bourgeois democratic forces, some of whom were ex-
tremely ra_d!19.!, cven revolutionary in their stance, and
sbmE oihers who were much more reformist and openly 1

capitulationist. And it's the latter-whether the same
people or others-but the latter as a social phenomenon
that came much more to the fore from the mid-'70s on.

UYhal's in Common?

The "three worlds" theory has some things in com-
mon with the Lin Biao line in the sense that it also treats
the prospect of revolution in the advanced countries as
null and non+xistent, and insofar as this "three worlds"
theory makes an analysis of it, it attributes it entirely to
the victory of the revisionist parties; that is, it just uses
that as another example of how the Soviet international
apparatus and the Soviet bloc and its extensions inside
the West is holding back everything and has a strong,
unbreakable hold-in other words, another reason why
the Soviet Union is the main danger. That's a subjective
analysis of the reasons for the temporary (even if tem-
porary means a few decades) retarding, temporary lull,
and temporaiy setback in the revolutionary movement
of the proletarial in the advanced countries. And the ob-
jective basis for all this-and much more significantll,
than that" the contradictions within the objective basis
for that and the changes, motion, development and the
prospects for that to turn into its opposite, that is. for
revolutionary prospects to develop and ripen at least in
some of these countries for the first time in a long
time-all that is ignored and thrown out the window. But
there is that element of similariry between thar Deng
Xiaoping analysis and the Lin Biao Iine, even though the
latter one is a radical expression.

Also, in Lin Biao's Long Live the Victory of
People's llor there is, as I pointed out, a tendencl, to
project a very broad united fronr. In the "three worlds"
theory what's preserved is the bourgeois forces parr ol
that united front. Whereas Lin Biao said "rely on rhe
revolutionary masses" and did talk abour the worker-
peasant alliance as the backbone of the revolution--rhar
basically correct, Marxist-Leninist thrusr is all gonc in
the "three worlds" theory. And as for the whole idea of
relying on the masses as a revolutionary force. . .well,
the idea of making revolution itself is throu'n our. ll'
you're not going to make revolution, there's not loo
much point in relying on the masses eilher, because realll
that's all they're good for. They're nqt good for carry'ing
out all this bourgeois stuff. The bourgeoisie is better lor
Ihat,
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To get at it another liay, the ..three worlds,, lheory is
what "the third world will take the lead" is ar a rime
when the forces in rhe rhird world who have the upper
hand are much more the bourgeois forces and even the
ones who are openly the props of imperialism. Tem-
porarily in the late '70s that was more the character ol'

on a world scale, what you have coming to the fore tem-
porarily is a lot more of these bourgeois forces and their
"mililant" activity, is rhe kind of things lhal are cired in
the "lhree worlds" theory-all these sheiks and feudal
princes, bourgeois comprador forces and all the rest ol'
lhem trying to negoriate with the imperialists for a litrle
bit better deal or use one imperialist bloc against rhe
other. ln the shifting of forces in the mid'70s. ihere was a
little bit more opening rha ainly
than there is now for these hing.
Not that there's no more , but
certainly there was a unique and temporary situation in
the mid-'7Os which gave some suslenance to this i.three
worlds" theory type of thing.

So, we get the Better Business Bureau expression ol'
third world-ism; this is whar the "'rhree worlds" rheory
is. It's your Chamber of Commerce wing of the bour-
geoisdemocrats, instead of your radical democratic,
revolutionary nationalist section. ln general you can see
the possibility of unity, and sometimes even lhe real :m-
por(ance of unity with those latter kind of florces.
Whereas those who are in fact the props and rerainers of
imperialism obvrously must be largels of the revolution.
It wasn't just in China, but it was rhroughour the Thircl
World in general that these kind ol'forces got more in-
itiative and had the upper hand more than rhey had dur-
ing the period of revolurionary upsurge of the '60s. The1,
came lo the fore in China and they also sought out and
projected theories as an exlension of their attemprs to
unite (as bourgeois will unite, that is, unire wirh ME on
tclp) with their kind who also were gerring a lirrle bir ol in-
itiative in other parts of the third world. Deng Xiaoping
was seeking oul his own lypes, both in lerms ol rhe
bourgeois types in the imperialist counrries who were the
overlords of the third world, but also the lackeys and
props of imperialism inside the third world counrries
lhemselves, as he was maneuvering to be inside China.

So analyzing what lhere is in common between Lin
and Deng also brings out the differences in the kind ol'
expression that Lin Biao represented in the '60s versus
the political programmatic thrust that Deng Xiaoping
represented in the mid-to-late-'70s-and he srill repre-
sents it. tsut overall there is an ultimate similariry be-
tween lhe two in the fact that neither of them represents a
rupture beyond bourgeois democracy. Bourgeois demo-
cracy is what they all have in common in lerms of'their
ullimate framework and their ultimare point of view, but
they are very sharply opposed in terms o[ the expression
lhat lakes, and also sharply opposed are the kinds ol'cir-
cumstances which tend to bring forward and give the ini-
tiative to lhe one and then t he othcr.



The'60s-'70s Strift

Why did Mao and Lin Biao come into such sharp
conflict? Well, there were a lot of different reasons,
having to do with the revisionist lines of Lin Biao and the
fact that he refused to advance with the continuing
advance of the revolution. But also there is the fact that
on the international plane , his line ended up
capitulationist to Soviet social-imperialism. lf people
have trouble understanding how Lin Biao could be anti-
Soviet in the way that is reflected in Long Live the
Yictory o! People's Wor, but not be a thoroughgoing
anti-Soviet revisionist, they should look at people who in
the '60s were against Soviet revisionism and now are
apologists for Soviet revisionism. That phenomenon is
significant in the movement in the U.S. and around the
world. Some of the forces who were in leadership of
national Iiberation struggles-whether in Palestine,
Africa, Latin America, Asia, a number of places-with
the changing expression of the contradictions in the
world and the shifting forces, have gone over to being
pro-Soviet and apologists for Soviet imperialism at a
time when it's pushing oul much more aggressively in
confrontation with the U.S. and its bloc in the world. ln
the "Basic Principles..."r document we called
attention to this type of force. And Lin Biao was a major
exponent of this view-the view that the Soviet Union
was bad, it was revisionist, but it was socialist, and a bad
socialist country or a revisionist socialist country is better
than an imperialist country.

Look at the CWP [Communist Workers Party] in the
U.S. today. That's their position. lf you want to
understand this phenomenon, they are also people who
in their best expression have been radical democrats and
radical nationalists. I hesitate to call them revolutionary
nationalists. Maybe some of them have revolutionary
sentiments. They are bourgeois democrats in the final
analysis" If you want to take the U.S. movement, again
they're a good example of this phenomenon of Lin
Biaoism, although at this point their line is not the same
as Lin Biao's. And if Lin Biao had survived to this poinl,
his line might not be the same either. Or if he did cling to
that line he would be an insignificant figure because
there's not the same kind of basis for that line as there
was then.

Lin Biao and Mao came into conflict because already
by the early '70s, even by '71, which is as long as Lin Biao
hung around, thar kind of line was already beginning to
run up against its limitations. There was a shift going on.
ln retrospect you can see it a lot more clearly; U.S.
imperialism, while it was still trying to win the war in
Vietnam, was also moving toward a position of trying to
get out of Vietnam on lhe least damaging basis to its
international interesls and position" There already was
that kind of maneuvering beginning, which became tied
up with the contradictions between China and the Soviet

Union, China and the U.S., and the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. All these different contradictions
interpenetrated. Lin Biao basically thought that it was
better to ally with lhe Soviets and on that basis
"support" the Vietnamese than il was to enter inlo
certain relations and even a cerlain kind of alliance with
the U.S. to deal with the Soviet lhreat.

i "Basic Principles for the Unity of Marxist-Leninists and for
the Line of the lnternational Communist Movemenl". a drali
position paper for discussion prepared by the Revolutionary
Communist Pany of Chile and the Revolutionary Communist
Party, USA, Jan. I, l9El.

To this day, and looking back over these events, I still
can't say thar in principle the idea oIenrering inro cerrain
agreements with the U.S. ro deal with the Sovier lhrear to
China, especially agreements in a more limited tactical
sense, was in and of itself wrong-or would be wrong as
a matter of principle. ln other words, when we analyze
what China was doing and when we try lo evaluate its
policies, we have to actually analyze the necessity it was
up against. Then we can determine whether it kept the
larger picture in mind and whether it correctly dealt nor
only with the necessity that it faced but the objecrive
conditions and the necessity facing the inlernarional
proletariat as a whole. There were significant errors
made, that's obvious. But there was a situation where I

think it's very clear the Soviets were planning to launch a
major attack on China, very probably a nuclear attack to
knock out China's developing nuclear insrallarions, and
very probably other facilities besides. lt was a real lhreat
and a real danger, and it was an immediare one. Nixon in
his memoirs says that the Soviets were al the poinr ol
testing ro see what would be the U.S. response il rhey
went ahead and did rhis, and lhar means they were quire
serious about it. So it's wrong lo condemn the Chinese
out of hand and stale as a maner of principle in an
absolute way that they should not have made certain
temporary agreements with the U"S. and thar this
represented betrayal of principle and'of revolution and
of the interests of the international proleiariat. Now
that's one thing.

On the other hand, the line that developed was an
atlempt by Mao to apply the lessons of the anti-Japanese
war in China in different circumslances and on a world
scale. I was saying earlier (see last issue-R l7) thar Mao
influenced Lin Biao, and Lin Biao and the conditions
that made unity with Lin Biao possible and necessary (at
least up to a certain point) influenced Mao in turn. So
here on the other side, unity ofa sort and up to a poinr
'became possible with Zhou Enlai and the kind o[ forces
he represented; and Mao fought to maintain the correcr
line in command and influence those people, or to
impose certain conditions, limitations and necessity on
them. But they also did the same with him, and you can't
say !here was no influence. I'm not talking about some
sorl of metaphysical process where things rub ol'f on
people because they have conlacl with eaeh other and
you have no freedom to influence to what degree and in
what ways that happens, I'm just talking about a general
tendency.

Here we see from a different angle that Mao was again
attempting to apply the anti-Japanese war analogl',
which was that they singled out one main enemy among
the imperialists, not that Mao ever said the others
weren't imperialists, or lhat Chiang Kai-shek wasn't
ultimately a larget of the revolution, that he was a long-
term and permanent ally ol the revolution. He never said
those things. He said the opposite, and educated people
to the opposite, and 1o lhe overall long-term picture of
the struggle against all imperialism and reaction. But he

did make a distinction, and he did develop the policl ,

which was correct under those conditions, of forging a

united front with Chiang Kai-shek and ultimateli that
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meant unily of a limited and conditional sort in China
with the imperialists, particularly the British and U.S.,
who were behind Chiang Kai-shek. ln the context of the
anti-Japanese war in China, lhat was correct. I think that
viewing it with the perspective of more experience since
then, of historical development and of the work and
struggle lo sum thal up, we can and should still say it's
correct. ll's not just correct because in the short run it
won outr because that's opporlunist and pragmarist if
that's all you say. But looking at it overall, even with the
deepening understanding lhat rve're struggling to forge
around some of these questions, and the criricisms that
we make of certain aspects, even some important
aspects, of Mao's policies as a secondary lhing in terms
oI his overall role, certainly a very secondary thing in that
conlext-slill I don't think this anli-Jqpanese united
fronl was wrong as a basic policy and the way it was
applied. ll was necessary and correct.

But again, il was wrong for Mao to project that
experience onto a world scale in such a way lhat it meant
on a world scale singling out one imperialist power or one
imperialist superpower and its bloc (that is, the Soviet
Union) as the main enemy and the most dangerous
source of war, and putting it in the role of Japan. lf you
want to extend the analogy, China was seen in an
analogous position to the base areas within China during
the anti-Japanese war. with the people of the world as a
whole being like the people of China at that time. There
was acknowledgement of difflerences regionally and
within countries, but still overall it was seen as necessary
to wage wars of national liberation converging against
the Soviet Union with China being the base area.

Mao.No Crpitulator
I think this kind of anti-Soviet united front in lhe way

that I have described it, was the basic approach of Mao
and defined the basic policies he attempted to implement
by the early 1970s. This brought him into conflict with
the Lin Biao forces, who were in fact taking a position
that would have meant capitulation lo the most
immediate and direq enemy of China-the Soviet
Union-and would have rneant betrayal of the Chinese
revolution as well as t he people o f t he world by selling out
to Soviet social-imperialism" But on the other hand
IVlao's approach brought him into unity with forces who
wanted lo use this anti-Soviet united front policy and the
taerics associated with it to capitulate to U.S.
imperialism. Mao's inlentions, aclions and policies
during this period included the thrust ol not
capitulating. ln other words, he was maintaining and
carrying forward rhe same stand he had always had of
not capitulating to imperialism and reaction from any
quarter. That was rnade clear during the anti-Japanese
war. They never would have had the Chinese revolution
afterwards if Mao had not prepared for it, including
doing ideological and political preparation and exposing
even the imperialist and reactionary forces with whom
rhey were temporarily allied. lt's very clear that his
acrions and intentions were aimed at doing the same
thing during this period o[ the early '70s up to his death,
when he was trying to give leadership to a policy of the
anti-Soviet united front internationally.

That's clear for example in the Henry Kissinger book.
Kissinger tells the story about when they were initiating
the U.S.-China official relationship, working with Zhou
Enlai on a draft of whal became the Shanghai
communique. The U.S. drew up a draft which was
basically a typical bourgeois diplomatic statemeni and
Zhou Enlai approved it. Then Zhou came back later and
had to give thrs whole rap about how Chairman Mao had
said that we can't have this kind of statement and the
dilfering and opposing positions of lhe lwo sides have to

be clear as well as lhe points on which they agree. What
was added was a whole dimension on the part ol the
Chinese on their support for revolution in the world,
which obviously was not mere rhetoric, but was Mao
working to keep their independence and their
independent line and making clear to the revolutionary
forces and the oppressed masses ol the world that
revolution was still necessary and the Chinese were still
supporting it. That could not be sold oul, in Mao's view,
because of the necessity as he saw it of eertain agreements
during that period of time with U.S. imperialism. But
despite steps like these, and Mao's clearly revolutionary
intentions, it was still not correct to extend that earlier
(and correct) anli-Japanese united front policy onto a
world scale and in the conditions which were beginning
to sharpen up in the '70s. We cannot avoid saying that it
was incorrect, and we cannol avoid the conclusion that
Mao himself-and not just the revisionists in
China-was seeking to implement this policy.

One thing as an aside here; il's absolutely ridiculous
for anyone to on the one hand uphold the policy carried
out by the Soviet Union under Stalin's leadership before,
during and afrer World War 2, and on rhe other hand
turn around and criticize Mao for implementing a similar
policy (and frankly, done in a berrer way) during rhe
period of the early t o m id-'70s. I f you're going ro crir icize
Mao, you certainly have to criricize rhe policy of rhe
Soviet Union under Stalin, and I rhink thar in facr you
should, and in a much more thorough way, criticize ir
because it had the same weaknesses, the same erroneous
basis, but ,(r, some of the same slrengths and nnl some of
the independence (as represented by that episode around
the Shanghai communiqud, as relared by Kissinger). Bul
still with all that I think you u,ould have to say this policy
was ineorrect and not only did it bring Mao into unity
with forces like Zhou Enlai and even in a certain limired
way at a certain point with Deng Xiaoping, bur also by
Mao's furthering this policy, even if in a way it was op-
posed to lhese revisionists, I believe it also gave them
more ground, more initiative and srrengthened them in
their struggle to betray revolulion internationally and, as
a crucial part of that, to betray it in China, to restore
capitalism there and to sell out to imperialism. Ir's ver1,
imporiant to sum up lhis error; you can'l avoid summing
this up if we want to really draw the most profound
lessons.

All this is not to say thal if a basically correct line had
been upheld and fought for, if Mao had not made the er-
ror of trying to project rhe lessons of China during the
anti-Japanese war inro a diflerent situation and onto a
world scale 30 years later, then the revolutionaries would
have won in China in 1976. Even had they not made
those errors, that's no guarantee they would have
definitely succeeded in that there would not have been
the temporary triumph of revisionism and the restora-
tion o[ capitalism in China. Just having a correct line
does nol in the short run guarantee that. Mao himself
pointed that oul: sometimes you can have the correct line
but the forces of reaclion are temporarily stronger and
gain a temporary victorl'. But still, in terms of the overall
development of the revolutionary movement, we would
be further ahead had a correct line been fought for and
put forward not only around the crucial questions where
that was the case in terms of the class struggle within
China itself, but specificallf in terms of the international
line.

Frankly, there's an irony here because the very last
thrust lhat was made by the revolutionaries before they
were defeated, right before and right after Mao's death.
was an attempt to popularize the very important analysis
of bourgeois democrats becoming capitalist roaders.



They were trying to point out the limitations of the
bourgeois-democratic outlook, but what was missing
from their analysis was the expression of that outlook
around the national queslion and around lhe interna-
tional situation. On the one hand, here were lhe pro-
letarian revolutionaries trying to fight bourgeois
democrats and expose how they haven't made a radical
rupture, how bourgeois democrals become capitalist
roaders as the socialis( revolution enlers the socialist
period and advances are made; on the olher hand, here
these same revolutionaries were taking a line which
deviated in the direction of nationalism and reflects
bourgeois democracy in that way. So they were under-
mining the very base on which they were attempting to
f'ight these things.

That's not saying that having any kind oI united front
with any kind of reaclionary force, even imperialism
under certain conditions, having certain agreements or
relations with them, is automatically betrayal or a reflec-
tion of bourgeois-democratic thinking. But concretely in
those conditions it was an error in the direction of na-
rionalism and ultimately an error in the direction of
bourgeois democracy-nol a lhorough rupture with it in
thal regard. lt went along with promoting bourgeois
democracy, nationalism, even in'facl chauvinism in the
imperialist countries other than lhe lwo superpowers
(this was even true in the U.S.). lt promoted national
defencism, social-chauvinism, defense of the fatherland
in the name ol the great anti-Soviet patriotic war, war
against the Soviet main danger.

So even while the revolutionaries were fighting the
bourgeois democrats who were turning or had turned in-
to capitalist roaders, t hey were undermining some of that
very ground by their international line-in which they
found themselves to a significant degree in unity with
these same bourgeois democrats. Of course, we don't
know how the overall struggle that was being waged

would have been carried out, whal expression it would
have taken in the field of international line had the
revolutionaries won out. Maybe carrying through that
struggle and what it would have taken to win would have

caused them to call into question some of I hese very lines
change them, I don'l knou'. But
hal we do know is that, while the

verY clearlY oPPosed to lhese

capitalist roaders on the question of maintaining in-
dependence and not capitulating to imperialism and
reaction, at the same timc thev had a common ground,
that they should nol have had under those conditions,
with thepolicy of a united front againsl the Soviet Union
internationally. That's on the one hand, Mao and his

comrades made errors; but on the other hand, theirs was

an entirely different class viewpoint than the viewpoint
of counteirevolution, of restoring capitalism and selling

out lo imperialism, on the part of those who were

grouped aiound Zhou Enlai and particularly around

Deng Xiaoping in the last period.

Shifling of World Forces

It's also necessary to sum uP some things about the
objective situation in order to be able to most profoundly
sum up the errors of the revolutionaries in China, and in
order to be able to oppose the counterrevolutionary revi-
sionists there, as well as to be able to oppose the other er-
rors and the opposite pole of revisionist stupidity, as for
example the line put forward by the Albanians in the last
few years or any of those who would be soft on or even

apologize for Soviet social-imperialism' To be able to
analyze and deal with a very complex and sharpening
situation, to be able tD correctly assess friends and ene-

mies, it's necessary to understand what was happening in
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the world in the late '6Os and early'70s, in particular with
regard to the role of the Soviet Union and some of the
things that were favoring it then and which still have
relevance'and imporlance roday. This gets us back again
lo the problems with Lin Biao and the Long Live the V'ic-
tory o{ People's llor analysis. While that analysis talks
about the need for a Marxist-Leninist party to lead the
struggle, one of the problems with the attempt to project
a uniform extension of the Vietnam experience around
the world, or the Chinese experienc'e from earlier in the
anti-Japanese war into the present-day third-world-wide
scale, is that in general the forces that had the initiative
and were mainly the leadership of these national libera-
tion struggles were, in one form or another, bourgeois or
petty-bourgeois forces. U nder the conditions of the t ime,
these forces might have been taking a genuinely anti-
imperialist stand, even a revolutionary stand, but changes
were taking place in the world. This had its elfects
whether you're talking about Cuba, Algeria, Palestine, a

number of struggles in Africa, or ultimately whether
you're talking about Vietnam itself. Because the Soviets
were stabbing the Vietnamese slruggle in the back and at-
tempting to sell it out and suppress it in the mid-'60s, the
more pro-revolutionary, anti-revisionist and pro'
Chinese tendencies (and undoubtedly some forces) gain-
ed some ground within Vietnam-perhaps lo no small
degree on a pragmatic basis. Nevertheless, in the final
analysis, because of the shifting relation of forces in the
world and the changing expression of world contradic-
tions, these were not the forces and tendencies ihat gain-
ed the upper hand in the Vietnamese party-to say

nothing of a lot of these other panies.
, On a world scale things were changing, U.S. im-
perialism was suffering de feat in Vietnam and had a need
to try lo extricate itself from that siluation. Yrs, the U'S.
tried to win, but when it became clear that wasn't really
possible without throwing everything in and literally
risking everything, the U.S. imperialists tried to extricate
themselves, pull back, maneuver and regroup on a world
scale the best they could. All that gave openings to the
Soviets. This, together with the driving compulsion of
Soviet social-imperialism itself to redivide the world and

the things that it had to do, brought about a change in-
creasingly through the late'60s and into the'70s. ln par-
ticular there was a change in the whole Soviet stance and
poli the U.S. and toward strug-
gles alism. While of course the
Sov stab these struggles in the

back" and use lhem for its own ends and suppress any

.genuine revolutionary struggle, the Soviet Union never-
iheless would supply arms when before it wouldn'ti it
would in fact give backing to struggles that before it
would openly oppose.

Under these conditions a lot of lhese petly-bourgeois
forces and even the bourgeois forces who had the initia-
tive and had a leadership role in many of these struggles
tended to gravitate loward the Soviet Union beeause the
Soviet Union offers a seeming short-cut to winning the
struggle against U.S. imperialism-which is genuinell'
powerful. lt's not easy to wage a struggle against U.S.
imperialism, Even though we can say lhal it's been prcr'-
ed possible lo puncture and batter U.S. imperialism. it's
not easy, lt's not without tremendous sacrifice, and the
Soviets offer a way that seems easier to do that ' And not

only were some of these petty'bourgeois and bourgeois
forces drawn loward lhal, but also, they're not a mono-
lith either. There are difterent forces among them, and

those who tended more lo gravitate loward that illusorl'
but seemingly easier coirrse tended to be strengthened.

So, heret China in the early '70s in a difficult position
where if you wanr to put it in crude, almost bourgeois.
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lerms it can'l compete wilh the Soviets on that level. And
the Marxist-Leninists in China didn't want to, either. But
nobody, neither lhem nor even the revisionists, could
compete on thai kind of a level. Even those who wanted
lo use these struggles for their own ends couldn't com-
pele with the Soviets on lhat kind ol" level. The revolu'
tionaries in China were fighting for a policy (and in a
large part it was implerhented) of extending genuine in-
ternalionalist aid to these struggles, charging little or
often nothing for the arms they were supplying, fighting
for the Iine of sending Marxist-Leninist literature along
with the technical equiprnent" They were waging ideo-
logical struggle on a principled basis among the forces
within this movement. and attempting to build up the
Marxist-Leninist forces. Bul there's a problem. And the
problem, to put i1 provocatively, is you can't make peo-
ple be Marxist-Leninists if they don't want lo be. And
you're dealing with the fact that a Marxist-Leninist line
doesn't always win out. ln fact, il's the line that
demands-because reality demands, and as a reflection
of that, the Marxist-Leninist line demands-that you
take the most arduous path, and one that involves the
most sacrifices. And so, in the shorl run, things don'r
always favor the Marxist-Leninist forces.

Soviels in lhe '3(h. China in lhe "70s

I n a number of ways, t he kind of line the Chinese revo-
lutionaries were fighting for, and the forces, the ten-
dencies that they were represeRting and seeking to help
come to the fore, were suffering setbacks in the face of the
changing conditions, and the changing stands and tactics
of the Soviet social-imperialists. There's an analogy here
to what happened in the Soviq Union in the '30s after
some of its attempts lo support revolutionary movements
(including some of its errors) led to frusrrating results,
even crippling and devastating defeats such as in Ger-
many. There was then a kind of relrenchmenl of forces
and tendencies, both socially and also even within in-
dividual leaders such as Stalin. They tended to retrench
and adopt a more nationalist position-a position of,
"well, I guess we have to defend what we've got," which
converges with defending the fatherland, or the "socialist
fatherland. " That comes lo the center, and you lose sight
of the fact that while there may be temporary deleats due
to the developing and sharpening contradictions, the op-
portunities and lhe prospects for advance may actually
ripen and increase exactly as everything comes to a head.
This includes the need to figure out how to defend what
you do have to the greatest degree on the best basis-that
is, overall as a subordinate part of the international strug-
gle and in a way that seeks lo enhance the whole interna-
tional movement.

It seems to me the same kind of phenomena occurred
in China partly on the basis of some of the setbacks that
were being suffered internationally. Not so much in Viet-
nam, ironically that struggle was not losing, in fact it was
winning, but there were some other struggles thal had
run up against their limitations, were either getting bogg-
ed down, were suffering defeats, or weren'l getting off
the ground, depending on the concrete circumstances.
Some even got drowned in blod and crushed-tem-
porarily but in a fairly thorough, if temporary way. And
beyond that, even within those struggles that weren'l suf-
fering such setbacks at the time, the Marxist-Leninist
forces and line were suffering setbacks, in particular vis-
A-vis"the Soviet revisionists and their influence, their
forces and allies. So in this kind of context, somewhat
analogous ro the Soviel Union in the early and mid-'30s:
there was a retrenching in China. The political resull was
the uniting around the line of an anli-Soviet united front,
analyzing theSoviet Union as the main danger on a

world scale,.and losing sight again ol hop the sharpenlng
contradiqions would also mean, not only more difficultl'
and more dangers in the period ahead, but also increas-
ing opportunities and the prospects for revolution and
for advance, taking the world as a whole.

And again, this related to some of the limirations ol
the Lin Biao line and of revolutionary nationalist up-
surges with a Marxist-Leninist current of varying kinds,
and of varying strength within them. The limitations of
all that began to much more sharply asserl themselves in
this whole changing situation of the late '60s and par-
ticularly in the early '70s. And as thal began to happen,
the opposite pole of the Lin Biao-type errors, and the one
which has no revolutionary expression, but has an open-
li' capitulat ionist expression of t he bourgeois-democral ic
outlook, began to assert itself much more strongly. Even
the revolutionaries were pulled toward lhat because of
some deviations toward nationalism and methodological
limitations in how they tried lo sum up and apply lhe
lessons of the past struggles thr.t :hey'd been a part of
and, more broadly, some errors in summing up and ap-
plying the lessons of the international communist move-
ment, particularly around World War 2. They had sum-
med up basically thal the Comintern line around World
War 2 was correcl, but the problem was that lhere was a

capitulationist tendency within thal which was to a large
degrec fostered and encouraged by Stalin and the Com-
intern, but which also had its efpression within most of
the panies that were a part of the Third lnternational.
The Chinese Marxist-Leninists summed up liat was
what was wrong bul the overall line was correct. And
they generally tried to apply the same line that was ap-
plied in World War 2, and in particular they tried to ex-
tend the experience that they specifically had in the anti-
Japanese war onto a world scale. That's where their o*'n
errors interconnecled with the openly capitulationist
stand of the Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping-type
forces-even though there was a qualitative diflerence,
and ultimately an open antagonism between the forces
grouped around Mao, who were overall upholding a

revolutionary line while making significant errors of this
kind, and the forces grouped around Zhou Enlai and
Deng Xiaoping and that whole counlerrevolutionary lar-
rago grouped around, which unfortunately won
a temporary victory and nor+ are in power wilh various
differing and conflicting tendencies.

There are real reasons why the Soviet Union was able
to make headway and why sticking to and upholding a

Marxist-Leninist line became more difficult in man5' in-
stances within some of these revolutionary movemenls in
the third world at that point. ln the imperialist countries,
too, lhere were difficulties of a not totally different
nature: bourgeois and petty-bourgeois tendencies and
forces, tendencies loward reformism and capitulation
toward imperialism (olten in the form of capitulation to
Soviet social-imperialism with a socialist mask). These

tendencies were lemporarill' strenglhened-not
uniformly, not without contradiction, not everl'uhere
and all the time, but as a general phenomenon this uas
occurring. And this was a factor contributing to the er-
roneous position and errors taken up and made b1' I\4ao
and those forces grouped around him.

We have to learn not only from the heroic contribu-
tions of these revolutionaries, but also from these errors,
and we have to sum up very deeply borh the objective and
subjective aspects that contributed to these errors and ltr
the defeats that were suffered. Thi.s is particularly impor-
tant because today is not a time when there's been a lre-
mendous revolutionary upsurge and now there's an ebb:
instead we're in a period when the ebb is beginning tt.r gir c
way to something else. We are approaching an historic



conjuncture on a world scale where all these conrradic-
tions are, as Stalin correctly described it, being gathered
logelher into a single knot and lhrown on the scales lor
resolution. This is an importanl analysis as long as we
don't understand it to mean (and Stalin didn't put lhar
forward) they all literally become one contradiction, but
lhey are much more closely interknit and interconnected
with each other at this point, lhey are all brought to a
head and lhrown on the scale for resolution. And in that
light it's all the more important and urgent that we sum
up the objective and subjective factors leading to rhis
temporary ebb, and also how that influenced the terrain
on which the revolutionary leaders such as Mao were
struggling. We can only sum this up correctly by looking
at the overall developmenr ol the contradictions and the
ways in which there was a shifr in the situation and condi-
tions. We can't do it by just ignoring the necessity that
posed itself, nor of course can we do it by failing to
recognize that given lhal. lhey still madeerrors. Not that
they would have been guaranteed lo win or not sulfer an1'
setbacks if they hadn't made those errors, bul given the
necessity, they still in some aspects (again, secondary bur
still important) responded to and incorrectly dealt wirh
that necessity

Mao's Contribulions. Our Tasks

To sum up the specific point of what there is in com-
mon with Long Live the Vi<'tttr_v of People's Worand the
Deng Xiaoping "three worlds" theory, and how does
Mao relate to the one and the olher: you could say that
there was some of Mao in each, but in a qualitative sense
he was different from both. He was different in the sense
that he was a Marxist-Leninist-whereas the Lin Biao
line, even Long Live the Victory of People's Wor, had er-
rors and deviations which reflect revolutionary na-
tionalism and bourgeoisdemocratic thinking as opposed
to Marxism-Leninism, and on the other hand, rhe ''three
worlds" theory is openly capitulationist and counter-
revolutionary. So, you could say there is some of Mao
and Mao's positions in each, but Mao is qualitatively dif-
ferent from both of them. Mao was a revolutionary and a

Marxist-Leninist who advanced both Marxism-Leninism
in the realm of theory and also the struggle of the interna-
tional proletariat concretely-advanced them, in fact, to
new and unprecedented heights.

Just one point that I think we should further add here:
it's not so simple a queslion as the ideological question of
whether you dare to make revolulion or whether you be-
come conservative and just simply try to hang on to what
you have. I mean, Mao said a number of times after they
had power. thal we came l'rom lhe cavcs ol'Yenan, we
fought for years in the hills, and if we have ro we'll go
back to them. And he said it in the context where he was
putting it on the line: it wasn't just empty bombast and
rhetoric, he put it on I he line" Mao said t his in the contexr
of inner-party struggles and in the face of threats ol'at-
tack lrom the imperialists, so I think it clearly was his
stand that for the interests of lhe revolution he'd be u,ill-
ing to take a temporary step back. He did that in a more
limited but important way for example during the strug-
gle against Chiang Kai-shek in 1947 , when they tempor-
arily abandoned the cenler that they had in Yenan in
order to lure in Chiang Kai-shek more deeply and to be

able to annihilate his l'orces and win victory throughout
t he whole country. I think Mao was ready to do thar again
on a broader scale, even taking into account the possi-
biliti, of imperialist attack on China, and also the class
struggle against the bourgeoisie within China, particu-
larly the revisionist I'orces within the party. ln the l'ace ol
the one or the other or both, he was ready to do that.
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That basic stand is indispensable and without it you
never could be a Marxist-Leninist and never could con-
tribute to advancing the revolution. lt's basic to an)'
revolutionary, asd to any revolulionar)' outlook, an)
revolutionary flrogram. Neverthcless, it's not enough.
There's still the iluestion ol'what political line you have
and there's also the question o[ correcl versus incorrecl
methodology'. even in someone like Mao. Mao made
tremendous contributions in the area ol' philosophy',
Marxist-Leninist methodology and outlook in general,
but there were still some aspects ol his methodologv that
were incorrect, and in political line, some tendencies
toward nationalism, r+'hich were in some \,r'ays a signif'i-
cant (even though secondary) counler-currenl to his
tremendous contributions. So it's not simply a queslion
of do you have the inlerests ol'revolution al hearl , or
even more than that, are you willing to risk what you
have in order to maintain principle and to continuc
fighting for revolution. There's also the queslion o,
methodology and especially the question ol political
line-the struggle around political line and what's your
understanding and what the concrete actions flowing
from that are in the realm ol'political line. Mao's errors,
for example their expression in terms ol' anti-Soviel
united front, were not due to the fact that he was freaked
out or panicked in the l'ace ol the Soviet threat or because
he was afraid ol a Soviet attack on China and afraid lo
risk what had already been gained. The mistakes slem-
med from some errors in methodology and some er-
roneous polirical tendencies which f'ound their expres-
sion in a sharp way in the "7G in terms ol'this united
front against the Soviet Unitln policy. That's verf impor-
lanr to sum up, because, again, clearly in Mao-and in a

qualitatively different way I would even sa)' than in
Stalin-there was lhat willingness to risk what had
already been won: there was the insistence on the necessi-
ty to do that ralher than to give up principle and sacrifice
lhe revolulion. There was that ideological stand on
Mao's part. But what that proves is that on the one hand
that's indispen-sable, but on the other hand just thal is

not enough. And we havc to learn and sum up more
deeply rhan rhat.
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The'7Os:
The
Appearance
and the
Essence
Q: Why don't we continue with this rhing abour coming
out of the '60s into rhe '70s, and talk a little bit more
about the'70s?
BA; ln "Conquer the World. . . " the poinl is stressed
with respect lo some of these tendencies and line devia-
tions, that we have to look first of all and most impor-
tantly to the international arena and in that context look
at the siruation inside any country, rather than the other
way around, rather than ignoring the larger international
arena. Sorne of the things we touched on before can
perhaps be brought rogether here a lirtle bit more. We
talked about the U.S. in terms of some of lhe neo-
eolonial policies ir carried out in much of the third world,
or the equivalent of neo-colonialism thar ir practiced in
Latin America, Africa and so on. And, on the other
hand, we also talked about how Vietnam was both con-
seiously and deliberarely treated by the Kennedy ad-
ministration and U.S. imperialism in general, as a resl
case in their attempts to suppress the national liberation
struggles of the rhird world against imperialism-and
how that turned into its opposire. Viernam became the
tail of the tiger thar rhey couldn'r ler go of. And in rhe
long run, it contributed ro greatly weakening U.S. im-
perialism" But along with thar we should more generally
talk about the fact thar in the aftermath of the lasr
historic world conjuncrure, around World War 2, there
was a certain restructuring o[ capital internationally in
that part of the world which was controlled by the im-
perialists and dominared in particular by U.S. im-
perialism, not only in the advanced counlries, but, for a
certain time and in panicular as a eoncenlrated expres-
sion of this. in the third world.

Specifically there were some changes in the lare '50s,
and, as a concentrated development, in the early '60s,
with the Alliance for Progress in Latin America, the
White Revolution in lran, and similar programs and
developments in a number of other countries-which
both because of their position in world relations and
beeause of their own situation domestieally, their own
parlicular features, were situated in a position where
these changes could be brought about. There were some
changes, not only in policies and in the superstructure of
the imperialist domination of these counrries, bur rhere
were also some significant changes in the economic base.
While these changes, of course, did nor change the rela-
tionship between imperialism and these countries, that
is, did not in any way aher or, certainly, eliminare im-
perialist domination and disrortion of these countries
and the disarticulation ol their economies. lhese reforms
did, nonetheless, resuh in the introduction of some pro-
duction relations more characleristic of capitalism in-

cluding the further development of capitalist relations in
the countryside in some of theie countries, and also some
infrastruclural development such as roads, harbors,
canals, things like that, to lay the basis for more invesl-
ment in industry in these particular countries as well.
Again, this was not an all-round, all-sided, harmonious,
aniculated development. Although that's never ab-
solutely the case in any country, especially where there is

the anarchy of capitalism, in the third world countries
there was a lack of even thal degree of articulation ex-
isting in an advanced capitalist country where finance
capital is centered and conlrolled. Nevertheless, there
were some traosformations, under the domination and
initiative of the imperialists, in certain third world coun-
tries which, again, because of their international position
and internal features made these sorts of changes both
possible and necessary.

The imperialists faced the necessity of trying to break
through certain obstacles that were already beginning to
gather in the way of the accumulation process of capilal
internationally and the necessity of dealing with certain
political developments, especially the national liberation
struggles and the anti-colonial movements that were in-
tensifying and spreading in large parts of the third world.
U.S. imperialism carried out and orchestrated this in a
specific context: that is, in light of its position relative to
other imperialists, and in the world as a whole rela!ive to
the development of the Soviet bloc which had gone from
a community headed by a socialist Soviet Union to an
emerging and developing imperialist bloc; and also vis-a-
vis China, which was emerging more strongly in the
world, playing a stronger role in lhe world as a socialist
country and a bastion of revolution, especially in relation
to the national liberation struggles. In the context of and
in the face of these different contradietions and their dif-
ferent expressions, and the contradictory position that
the U.S. held eorning out of the second imperialist world
war and the re-ordering of the imperialist order in a

world still dominated and under the baton of the
U,S. 

-because 
of all that, the U.S. imperialists were able

to and had a necessity to carry out cerlain changes of the
kind I've been referring to in a number of these third
world countries.

Crisis-Bul Nol Slraighl Down

A lot of this has been gone into much more deeply in
the investigation that's been done and is being drawn
together now for the book America in Decliaeand will be
presented in this book in a concentrated and much more
all-round way. I'm not going to even try to duplicate that
here, but just to trace t he developments confronting U.S.
imperialism in the '6Os and '70s. There were these
changes thal in turn gave a certain impetus to the ac-
cumulation process that was going on within the U.S.
bloc, within the general sphere of its overall domination,
and to which it gave overall direction (not without con-
tradiction, not without opposition but as the overall
principal aspect). But already, both politicall;" and
economically, there were the seeds and beginnings of this
turning into its opposite. Vietnam was in a sense a focal
point of that, too. Again it was a question of where they
went in to make a test case out of it and then found
themselves unable to let go of it. Initially after the fairly
severe recession that struck not only the U.S. but more or
less all the countries of the U.S. bloc in the late
'50s-'57-'58 or so-after that, while lhere was a very
partial sort of downturn in l96G6l, there was, in any
case, a very long period of expansion of the U"S.
economy and many of the economies of the U.S. bloc.

You can see how the Vietnam war figured into this and
how that ultimately turned into its opposite also. ln the



short run, the spending associated with that war
generated a temporary economic stimulus, not bnly for
the U.S. but especially for the others, Japan and West
Germany which had sold quite a bit of materiel to lhe
U.S. to carry on the war and were also able to ride that
stimulus. But by the late '6Os and going into the early
'70s, this war was beginning, politically and economical-
ly, to turn into its opposite. This was a concentration
point where politically U.S. imperialism was being bat-
tered, was being weakened and having a more difficult
time holding its bloc logelher. France under DeCaulle,
for instance, began to challenge lhe U.S. politically, even
while accepting overall and in fact relying overall on the
U.S. nuclear umbrella and its international strength, par-
ticularly in standing off the Soviets..Within that context
and only within that context, France began to challenge
the U.S. within its sphere, politically and economically.
There were also challenges coming from other imperialist
states within the U.S. bloc. And, by the late '6Os and ear-
ly '70s, there were the beginnings of what has now
become very clear: an ongoing and deepening crisis,
though it hasn't gone straight line down, either. Even in
this last decade which has been marked and characteriz-
ed overall by crisis, it has not been a straight line down. lt
has gone in the motion of a spiral and through twists and
lurns because it is developing through contradiction and
through t he interpenetrat ion of different cont radictions.
But, still, there is a clear motion which began to emerge
by the late '60s and early '70s, which saw the turning into
its opposite of a number of things: lhe running up
against, in a much more profound way, the Iimitations of
what had been done earlier; the limitations of some of
the transformations that wenl on in a partial and
distoned way in some of these third world countries, the
turning into its opposite of that in a significant way; and
the turning into its opposite in both the political and
economic dimension of the whole Vietnam experience of
U.S. imperialism. 1968, the year of the Tet Offensive in
Vietnam, was also the year that saw the first major
assault on the dollar by other imperialists: the dollar's
weakening was very much linked with the financing of
the war.

As this was happening at that time in the late '6Os and
early '70s, it's not that surprising that there was acertain
expectation, and in a certain way many of us who were
active, and in far greater numbers than just those of us
who were in and around the RU*, tended to fall into this,
despite maybe even knowing better in a theoretical sense,
at least partially: we saw U.S. imperialism going much
more straight down; and even if we saw the revolution
being a ways off, we saw things developing, if not ab-
solutely in a straight line, still generally heading in that
direction. We didn't anticipate that there would be con-
tradictory motion within that overall decline of U"S. im-
perialism in this period, including a significant lull and
even an ebb, a retreat, i.f you will, in the revolutionary
movemenl-not only in the U.S. but generally interna-
tionally for a period. And it's not too surprising, I say,
because a lot of things were coming together and being
concentrated in an adverse way for U"S. imperialism and
its bloc on the whole in those years. What seemed to be
an impregnable bastion and citadel of reaction was really
taking an ass kicking. And not only was that true in the
military sphere, not only was it being politically exposed
and being shown ideologically to be- bantrupt and
criminal even more profoundly and even more brciadly
than before, but also economically it was shown that it
was, as Lenin once called imperralism, a colossus with teet

of clay. There were very sharp contradictions and
despite all the vaunted prosperity of the U.S., there was
within that the clear signs of decay and stagnation and
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crisis, signs that U.S. imperialism had not conquered and
overcome the laws that are inherent in its own motion, its
own contradictions.

So this began to appear, but whar was not so clear or
perhaps to a significant degree was not so clear at the
time,,urere the reserves it still had and the way in which it
could'maneuver. And eventually the leaders of U.S. im-
perialism made a conscious choice, and obviously
through a great deal of struggle (the terms of which
aren'l entirely clear to us); but clearly such struggle was
part of this whole process of trying to deal with changing
relations in the world and the emergence of a spiraling
motion of deeper crisis and things turning into their op-
posites and coming to a head in a way. For example, Nix-
on, who at one point was very strongly backed by the
great bulk of the bourgeoisie, was thrown out by the
bourgeoisie. This was just one manifestation, in the form
of the whole Watergate scandal, but obviously this was
about much more profound and significant things than a
few tapes and so on. But on the other haid there were the
reserves and there was some maneuvering room and,
.through a tremendous amount of struggle, there was a
resolution 1o do certain things, to maneuver, regroup
and try lo recoup certain losses, to pull the bloc back
together and, on the basis of and as parl of tightening
things up, to prepare for meeting the rising challenge that
was coming from lhe Soviet Union.

Soviet Chellenge

Now this is a complex question, but this challenge
from the Soviets was governed both by the greater
necessity it faced ond the greater freedom it enjoyed.
Necessity because of its inner compulsion, its internal
contradictions, contradictions of the imperialist system,
which were determining the Soviet Union's mo(ion, but
also freedom because of what was happening with U.S.
imperialism in the sphere of international relations, the
way in which various elements, such as the revolutionary
struggles in the third world and the contradictions within
the U.S. bloc were interpenetrating. The Soviets on the
basis of necessity were able to take advantage of both the
weakened position of U.S. imperialism and the internal
contradictions of these revolutionary struggles in the
third world, in terms of the class forces contending, and
some of their weaknesses, in the sense ol the petty
bourgeois and bourgeois forces and ideologies having t he

upper hand and having the initiative in a lot of them. All
this provided openings to the Soviets and presented the
U"S. with a much sharper challenge to draw together and
regroup its own forces, to'restructure and refortify its
alliances on a new basis to meet lhis challenge, both
because of the deeper crisis in which it was caught and
also because of the rising Soviet challenge.

So, this was what was generally on the agenda in the
'70s, although it was full of contradiction and had dil-
ferent phases within it. And there are certain things that
are clear in this as we look back over that decade, for ex-
ample, (he whole phenomena of OPEC and the oil price
rise in particular coming afler the '73 war between the
Arab states and lsrael. This price rise was not from the
beginning, and simply, a plot by or at the intiative ol
U.S. imperialism, but il was seized on by U.S. irn-
perialism, which is much less dependent on the oil from
the Middle East than its allies in Europe and Japan *'here
this dependence is especially acute. This was seized on b1'

U"S. imperialism which, after all, still had the upper
hand in the bulk of these OPEC states, including some of
the especially crucial ones like Saudi Arabia and lran
under the Shah. While on the one hand the price rise
created ditliculties for U.S. imperialism and for its bloc,
on the other, it was seized on by U.S. imperialism to

' RU-The Revolutionary Union, the organization which

played the key role in the founding of the Revolutionary Com-

munist Party.
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s(rengthen its position vis-d-vis the other imperialists
within its own bloc-those who remained within the
general framework of the bloc led by the U.S. but who,
like all dog-eat-doggers, were pursuing their own in-
terests, even stepping up their competirion and rivalry
with the U.S. in the context of the kind of ass kicking ir
was getting in Viemam and of all the chickens that were
coming home to roost for the U.S., as these things were,
in a concentrated way, turning into their opposite in the
late'60s and early'70s. So the U.S. srruck back. It srruck
baek with the oil price rise and even before that in'71
with the tariffs and then especially the dollar devalua-
tion. Nixon's whole so+alled "new economic policyl'
and so on was in significant measure aimed at doing cer-
tain things within the U"S. but was also, perhaps in an
overall sense and in a more important way, aimed at the
whole structure oI international economic relations and
particularly the relations within the U.S. bloc. With a
larger view towards pulling the bloc logether, there was a
degree of far-sightedness on Nixon's part, from the im-
perialist standpoint. But it wasn't just pulling it back
together more strongly, it also meanl and means doing
this on the basis of a firmer hand and the reassertion on a
new basis, that is, under new conditions, but a reasser-
tion, of U.S. dominance and leadership of that bloc. The
U.S. imperialists still (for example with OPEC) had the
reserv€s and the ability to do this even while the general
molion was loward deeper and deeper crisis" They were
more and more sharply faeing the need to deal with the
challenge coming from the Soviets and to prepare to rake
that challenge head on. And the other imperialists within
the U.S. bloc were also, by the same motion and by the
same contradictions, propelled toward seeking to refor-
tify that bloc even as they were still trying to strengthen
their position vis-i-vis the U"S.

Vie{nrm rnd lhe Coming Conjunctune

The fact is that U.S. imperialism, while it did crome to a
sort of crucial juncture in the late '6(h and early '7(h in
which things were turning in a very powerful way into
their opposite, particularly as focused up around Viet-
nam, was not in a situation in which it had to put
everything on the line" If you want to make a crrtain
analogy (in faet, we've made this before, in the last Cen-
tral eommittee report), as long as it's not applied
mechanieally or taken too far, but there is a certain
analogy with the difference between the situation of
Russia in the 19O4-1905 war with Japan, on the one
hand, which gave rise to a revolutionary situation and a
revolutionary movement on a certain scale, but nol one
which succeeded, a situation which in fact found the rul-
ing class in Russia with more room to maneuver and not
with all of its reserves having to be brought into play and
exhausted to a large degree, versus World War I, on the
other hand, when their reserves were in fact exhausted
and when Russia did, for a number of different reasons,
become a focal point of world contradictions. ln that
sense, again as long as we don't treat this meehanically,
Russia did become o, not by necessity the only, weak link
ol the imperialist system which was broken at that
point-owing both to those objective conditions and ro
the subjeetive faclor and the correct line, work and
preparation that had been carried out under Lenin's
leadership. So, there is a cenain analogy: Viernam was,
again without being mechanical about these analogies,
more like a l9O4-1905 war with Japan; it was very impor-
tant and in a certain sense signalled what was yet to come
and what is in large part still to come in terms of the much
more profound expression of the concentration of these
contradictions. ln and of itself, Vietnam revealed the in-
ternal contradictions and their sharpening up and the
underlying weaknesses of U"S. imperialism, despite irs

remaining reserves and remaining strength. But it was
not lhe case that U.S. imperialism was forced to throw all
its reserves into that kind of situation. lt was not forced
to put everything on the line and do or die in a certain
sense around Vietnam. lt threw a tremendous amou nt in,
but then it maneuvered its way out and began to pay al-
tention to some of the other key aspects of its sphere of
influence. lt had the "Year of Europe" in l9?3 and
began to pay attention to shoring up, refortifying and
regrouping its whole international sphere ol influence
and to dealing with both the Soviet Union, on the one
hand, and also the rivalry and compelition within its own
bloe from the other imperialists. on the other hand. lt
was able to do that. That's not to metaphysically say that
in some absolute sense and abstractly that the situation
could not have become more serious al the time. Vietnam
was a concentralion point, but il was not the case that
Vietnam became-and it was unlikely to, given the way
things were developing and had developed to that
point-a concenlration point which would in turn spark
off a whole international confrontation.

ln other words, something like Vietnam may be the
particular thing that becomes a concentraled "flash
point" (or whatever they call it) that may teact back
upon the whole oI world relations as they're shaping up
and be the thing that compels all the l'orces-in par-
ticular the two rival imperialist blocs-to throw
everything on the line against each other, or virtually all
their reserves. Ol course, there'll be unevenness within
that. U.S. imperialism didn't have to lhrow anything like
all of its reserves into World War I or World War 2, but
this time U.S. imperialism will. Now, whether there'll be

other imperialists that will be able (undoubtedly in a
more limited degree or almost certainly more limited
degree) to keep some of lheir reserves "in reserve" and
be able to maneuver lo come out of lhe next world war
stronger is something we can't predict now. lt depends a
lot on things which can't be certainly, fully foreseen, in-
cluding the revolutionary struggles in the world, and
even what we do will help influence lhal one way or
another. But that is what is shaping up now. And this is

calling forth various different lorces: the imperialists are
being forced into much more direct and sharp confronta-
tion with each other, particularly lhe two blocs of im-
perialists, and the masses of people throughout the world
are being called into molion, into action, and into deeper
thinking by the heightening of these eontradiclions; there
is again a rise o[ upheaval, of struggle and of revolu-
tionary movement in various parts ol the world.

A Shifling in lhe '70s

I used the analogy before of war communism, talking
about why some people, for example in the U.S., in a
limited way made compromises or even up to a certain
point made their peace, at least for a time, with the
system because they became exhausted and saw that
there was a question of having to Bo on living in a posi-
tion of opposition to the established order for an extend-
ed and seemingly indefinite period without the prospect
of revolution. That's not something the majority of peo-
ple or anything like the majority can maintain all the
time. People who "knew better," people who still believ-
ed in revolution and still hated and even today still hate
the syslem and rnaybe even in their own thinking did not
at all give up the idea of fighting against it if another op-
portunity presentd itself-a lot of these people, maybe
at leasl to some degree consciously, retreated. They were

tired, they were exhausted, there was a shiftint, they
didn't understand consciously fully why. We didn't
understand fully why either and our understanding of
this is still being deepened and we 're really, I think, only



beginning ro ge( a gualitatively deeper and more all_
around understanding of it.

Soviels as a result of that,
by thar because rhey had
of whar the Soviet Union

Tas to know lhat lhal was n de-
moralized or disoriented by rer-
native to being under the do her
of the imperialisr grear powers or imperialist blocs, rhe
West or the Easr. And, on the other hand, U.S. im-
perialism finally did extricate irself from Viernam-on
th
rh

M
liberated at roughly the same time), we all sorr of feh thar
feeling oljoy, warching rhar l-
ism had been forced out and o
give the kind ol supporr ro d
enable rhem to hold on. d

longer the local point of world contradictions in rhe wav
that ir had been. That's anorher refleclion of the same
kind of thing thar I'm talking about.

So in large part, not just in the U.S. but throughout the
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the .imperialist system were much more sharply
manifesting themselves, when a lot oI the srrengrhs ir had
golten were turning into their opposite. And despite the
fact that lhere was a lremendous setback for the interna-
lional working class with the rise ro power of a new bour-
geoisie in rhe Sovier Union in rhe mid-1950s and irs
lransformation into.an imperialisr sufrerpower and the
head of an imperialisi bloc,'by rhe'ZOs itreconrradicrions
within that were also beginning to manil'est themselves.
Some of the developments in poland, even in cerrain

deepen.
So, the '7Os were, on the one hand. a period when the

weaknesses, t he cont radict ions, I he crisis ol' imperial ism
and the sharpening ol' irs conlradictions can be more

maneuvering lhat they both carried out-lhe Soviers

o[it, there wasalso ltis sorr of lull or overall ebb in rhe
revolutionary struggle and the revolutionary movement
for these different reasons.

' Prospe(.ts Sharpening Up

So, you had this period of the '70s which has been cor-
rectly described, for example in the preparatory material
ol America in Dec.line. as a period of crisis and develop-
ment loward war, not as a period of great strength for
imperialism. But at the same rime ai there is a much
deeper crisis and things are sharpening up much more
than they were, ler's say in rhe t60r, iren wirh all the
tumultuous character ol'that decade, still the movement
ol opposition from the masses of people and the revolu-
tionary struggles in the world are noi as advanced and

't, 
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real prospect of struggling againsr it and making revolu-
tion and fundamentally alrering rhe world in rhar way
either before, during or in the al'termath ol world war.
What's missed in that view, and what we've bEen stress-
ing from different angles and giving more and more em-
phasis to as our own underslanding of this has been
deepened and developed, is precisely the need to grasp
the ways in which the very same process which is heighr-
ening the coniradictions between the imperialisr.s and
sharpening up the conlionration between them and
leading them toward war is also sharpening up all the
contradictions ol'rhis era, ineluding rhe dit'ferent expres-
sions of the contradiction between the masses of people
and the imperialists, and is sharpening up lhe revolu-
tionary prospects and developments in the world. That is
beginning to manilest itself again now, so rhat people,
even sponlaneously, are beginning lo see more of that.
But there is a need to make a leap and to begin to see the
interconnection berween these two different aspects, that
is, the sharpening ol the inter-imperialist contradictions,
on the one hand, and thesharpeningofthecontradiction
and struggle between lhe masses and the imperialists in
its different l'orms and expressions on the other hand.
There is precisely the need lo grasp lhe spiral morion
loward and the gathering logelher ol'rire contradicrions
and the shaping up of an historic conjunclure which x,i//
influenee the developmenr of things in the world for
decades to come and in turn upon which the conscious
revolutionary forces-precisely by grasping rhis-can
exert a rremendous influence, and influence things in the
rvorld for decades lo come as well. That's what we have to
conrinually and ever more deeply and from difl'erenl angles
and in a more all-around way, grasp, and also arm and
educate broader and broader lorces. And we also have
an internationalist duty to pul lorlh our understanding
ol that and to struggle with people over a correcl under-
standing oI this, as well as a need ro carry lhis our within
the U"S.

The more that's done, the more that people will
reiognize what we've been stressing over andover again:
that at lhe same time thal there is a sharpening up of con-
lradictions between the imperialists and the growing
danger and the growing prospecls o[ inter-imperialist
war, with all the horror and destruetion that really will
entail-and we ean'r undereslimate lhat or people will
think and correclly so that we're nor serious-ultimarely
more imporlant, and where we ean in fact exereise our in-
itiative and freedom, is the real lact of the heightening
and growing prospecls and developments lor revolution
in the world which are oart of the same rrrocess which is
bringingall this toa head, to theconjunctureshaping up.
The more lhat we enable prople to grasp this, lhe more
they'll see that this is not just sloganeering. but that this is
a prol'ound truth and that lhe very events which are, on
rhe one hand, striking lrorror into people, and nor
without rea.son, are also calling into motion and will in-
creasingly call into motion the l'orces that can ultimately
put an end to this, il'not through this particular conjunc-
lure, at least can make real leaps toward that, and which
in the final analysis, canr must, and will put an end ro
this, To undersland this ebb is important, not just in and
of itsell', although it's important to do that. Brrl nrecisplv

the most important aspect of understanding this ebb is

understanding it in terms of what's shaping up now and
in terms of the fulure, and how in fact that ebb was only a

partial expression oI the sharpening up and heightening
ol these contradictions with the growing prospects on the
positive side, that is, for revoluticin and toward the final
abolition of the system which in lbct is now presenting in
a eoncentrated way all the negative things which do strike
real horror and repulsion into people. D
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Class Polcrization
Among Black People
Q: I wanted to talk a little about the differences between
the Black national question now and what happened in
the '60s, particularly in regard to the point you were
making that the imperialists had some reserves. One of
the reserves was that out ofthe'60s and the Black libera-
tion struggle a real class structure developed among the
Black population. You see it in some of the larger cities
where they have really large Black populations, like
Atlanta, Detroit and Oakland, California, where the
mayor is Black and a lot of the whole power structure in
the city is Black-this whole rise of the Black petty
bourgeoisie. I'd like to discuss what's that going to mean
for things that are shaping up.
BA: Initially, the presence of the petty bourgeoisie was
one of the things that marked the movement in the '60s,
if you include the students who were at the forefront of
the civil rights movment and if you take overall the forces
that were active and at the forefront of the whole Black
liberation struggle in the '60s. A significant part of the
movement of that time was an expression of the frustra-
tion, sometimes formulated into more concrete demands
and sometimes a more general expression of frustration,
of a lot of the petty bourgeoisie among the Black
people-frustration at their basic conditions as a part of
an oppressed nation and their resulting concrete position
in society" On the one hand, there was a whole transfor-
mation of the Black nation going on and the Black
masses were being liberated from the land:in the form
of being thrown off of the land-but also from an
historical standpoint being liberated from the land, being
transformed from largely scatterd peasants in semi-
feudal relatioris to proletarians, although at lhe bottom
layers of the proletariat, concentrated in the urban ghet-
tos. But along with that whole transformation theri were
the rising expectations among a lot of the Black masses
generally and particularly those out of the professional
and intellectual strata. Even with all the discrimination
that they suffered, there were rising expectations-and
those expectations were largely frustrated" Rilatively
speaking for the society as a whole, including even fq the
Black masses, the '60s was not a period where from the
strictly economic standpoint their position and their con-
ditions were more backward and more difficult than they
had been previously. lf anything, somewhat the opposite
was true. But precisely in the society as a whole the
changes were better than for the oppressed nationalities,
including Black people.

In other words, in society as a whole, the '6r0s was a
period of expansion in the economy, not'very much
unemployment, wages going up, earnings going up, and
in a certain sense because of that the lower level, and the
depressed level, the discriminated situation of the Black
people stood out. This was true for Black people in
general and particularly in certain ways it was very sharp-
'lt expressed among the Black petty bourgeoisie. A lot of
the movement at that time sprang from that and was an
expression of it.

The Slip in Slgtus of the "Responsible Negro'lraderc"

And there were further developments especially as the
Black masses on the other hand got more into motion
and took'their own direction-gave a slight "inkling" of
how they felt; Eldridge Cleaver once said to Terry
Franqois, a Black bootlicker as he called him (and

Cleaver was soon to know a lot better what ltat was )
maybe Detroit and Watts gave you an inliling'of how the
Black masses felt. As ttrey began to do that, there was a
response on the part of the bourgeoisie. There was a lot
of repression, but there was also the liberal line, as

your famous "Responsible Negro Leaders"; among
drem were never included people like Malcom X who
really voiced the aspirations and represented the interests

of the Black masses in rising up; they were never includ-
ed. "Responsible Negro Leaders today denounced
Malcolm X's call for a violent uprising on the part of
Black people," etc. If you remember the Martin Luther
Kings, the Roy Wilkinses, and so on wgre always dragged
out as Responsible Negro Leaders, Well, they were large-
ly discredited through ihe upsurge of the '60s-even
discredited among major sections of the Black petty
bourgeoisie. A lot of those old leaders should be con-
sidered bourgeois anyway.

But it wasn't these old forces who were built up so
much as new ones-even people who'd been active and
militant but came out of the petty bourgeoisie; a lot of
them were co-opted in various ways. There were the
poverty programs, broadly speaking. I rxouldn't say a
tremendous amount, but relatively speaking a large
amount of money was injected into -the minority
businesses through the Small Business Administration,
and in other ways, you know, "openings for Black pro-
fessionals" and so on. Some of these concessions are still
around; for example to cite a couple of cities, in Atlanta
and Oakland, there are Black mayors. And throughout
the south there are hundreds of elected Black officials.
whereas previously such a thing was very rare, in fact
people got killed trying to vote and'trying to elect and be
elected in the south on even the local level. That was a

concession made in the face of the struggle. Similarly'"
look at the media. It's true that they still don't like to
have any significant, serious Black movie aeiors; the!'
keep them downgraded even more so now than, say, ten
years ago. But it's also true if you look on the news pro-
grams, for example, and in other areas of the media, you
see a lot of Black faces, which you would never see

before. Black faces in "High Places.l'
Those were some of the concessions they made and

also in my opinion (and this is something that needs to be
looked into much more deeply) they launched a real, verl'
concerted cultural offensive; there was an ideological of-
fensive, especially concentrated in the cultural arena,
against a lot of the Black youth. This may not be literalll'
how it began, but what marked it for me was Sha/t, and
then on to Supertly and all these sorts of things. They'
gave some room for "Black expression" in the cultural
sphere, which wasn't really something coming from oul
of the uprising of the masses, nor certainly an expression
of it; it was in fact aimed directly against the section that
they were especially concerned about which was the ex-
tremely volatile Black yoqth, the basic proletarian Black
youth. A lot of that was aimed specifically at confusing,
disorienting them, and derailing their militancy, which
hadmanifested itself in a very powerful way. It was aim-
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ed at derailing and misdirecting that mititancy and
rebelliousness into harmless. channels, individualistic
channels, and at prom
along wirh the materia
bourgeoisie that the wa
beat the man at his own
his own thing.

ln all of this, both in the ideological sphere and
culturally in particular, as well as in the material sphere,
there were sonie real concessions made and aiso some
real steps taken to steer the offensive back at the masses,
including by misdirecting their upsurge and rebellious-

in-
By

5CO

use
the opposition lo disco does divide sharply into two;
there is some outright racist opposition to disco because
it tends on a certain level to mix Black and white. Bur
there is also the fact that disco was, I think, an extreme
expression of the highly individualistic, even narcissistic,
ideology that they weie trying to promote among the
youth generally and particularly the Bhck youth as well
as the masses more broadly . It's extremely cynical and

degree. These are scattered ideas that I have thar need ro
be looked into and synrhesized to a higher level. But in
the ideological expression they were very concerned to do
what they were also do in the material
sphere, which was bourgeois forces
among Black pebpl is socld base and
petty bourgeois ideology and alsb more outrighr
bourgeois forces, although they hid ro bring forward
new ones; they had to bring forward Andy young in
place of Whitney Young. They had ro have somebody
who could say he was part of the '60s who could talk a lit-
tle bit different, a little more miliunt line, a little bit more
hip, up with the modern times.

away eompletely
political and ideo
fer. I don't think
the ebb in rhe Bl
overall movement of the late '60s and early '70s. I think
that a lor of the other things we
on the international plane as wel
in the U"S. society itself, aceou
But within thar, one important which
has implicarions for the furure srrug-
gles of the period ahead, r the nd rhe
role of these Black petty bourgeois forces and even
bourgeois forces in acting as a social base for reformism
and even for American patriotism. Look at the Muslims

promoting parriorism and rhe flag-all that's personified
by Muhammad Ali.

Revoluiionary Nalionrlisl. Trend

So this whole question of the sharper class polariza-
tion among the Black people has to be grasped and ex-
plained with a materialistic dialectical analysis to the
Black masses and also more broadly to the masses of
people-all that's true and important. But on the orher
hand it would be a mistake ro think thar there will be or
can be no more revolutionary expression based among
ihe Black petty bourgeoisie. lt wouid be a mistake ro
think that no more revolutionary program or organiza-
tion can arise out of, and be an expression of, the sen-
timents and in a cerhin way {he interests and posirion of
the Black petty bourgeoisie in the present period. I n fact ,

already we've seen there have been various expressions ol
a radical opposition to U.S. imperialism of this sort;
revolutionary nationalist sentinrents, programs,
organizations have even experienced a certain resurgence
in the recent years. So it would be wrong to think thar
that kind of thing no longer can exist and that rhere can
no longer be any positive role or any significant positive
role for that. There already is and there will increasingly
be radical petty bourgeois, e"en revolutionary petty
bourgeois, revolutionary nationalist sentiments, pro-
grams and organizations, and their influence will grow,
not diminish among the basic proletarian Black masses.
In terms of the struggle for what line leads, it will be in
struggle against the proletarian line, the revolutionary
communist/proletarian internationalist line, among the
Black masses. However, just because they'll be locked in
struggle doesn't mean that there won't be any basis for
unity. In fact, we've been pointing out that the revolu-
tionary nationalist forces can be a powerful ally of the
proletariat in the struggle for revolution againsr the im-
perialist system. Bur, on the other hand, there is a dialec-
tic there. The more strongly and correctly the struggle is
waged for leadership of the proletarian line, rhe revolu-
tionary communist/proletarian internationalist trend,
the more it will be possible to build unity with rhose kind
of forces because the unity won't be possible without
struggle. But an attitude of all struggle and no uniry
would be quite wrong. lt would be depriving rhe pro-
letariat of its allies; it also would lead in facr ro the isola-
tion of the proletarian forces, nor ro the isolation of the
p€tty bourgeois forces who have a grear deal of spon-
taneity going tor them. Spontaneously rhere are a lot of
things that tend ro favor those kinds of forces.

So there will be a radical and revolutionary expression
and movement among the Black petty bourgeoisie in the
coming period because of the facr that this is zol the early
'70s, lhis is a period when the crisis will hit with full force
in society, in the imperialist system as a whole, and is now
deepening; they're heading towards a situation of
historic conjuncture where all these contradictions are
coming to a head. What is on the agenda on a world scale
is world war and revolutionary developments and
heightened prospects for revoluticin internationally in-
cluding heightened possibilities for revolution in rhe U-S.
And all this is going to bring more Black petty bourgeois
radicalism or revolutionary nationalism. But still lhar's
occurring within a different context than it occurred in
the '60s, a different world context, and as part of that a
different conlext within the U.S. And specifically in
rcrms of the point we've been touching on, it's occurring
in terms of a decpened and a sharpened class polarization
among the Black masses. This is something which in the
long term is actually more favorable to the proletarian
trend, to the revolutionary communist / proletarian inter-
nationalist line, as'opposed to even a revolutionary na-
tionalist and certainly to a reformist pro-imperialist
patriotic trend<ven though ii now has more material
base than before among Black people and will of course



be given tremendous idcological and political suppon by
the bourgeoisie. Civen the overall world crisis and the
overatl situation not just among the Black people, but in
U.S. society as a whole, this polarization will be
favorable to the proletariat if it is correctly grasped and
correctly explained to the masses and if the correct
policies are employed in relation to it asu,cll as of course
ovcrall.

Cbss Anelysb of Revolutionrry Niionrlbm
. I was looking at a shon cssay written by Lcnin in the'
period between the 1905 and l9l7 retolutions on thesub
ject of the Russian author Tolstoy. And there's a ccrtain
analogy here, though it's ccrtainly not vcry dircct and
there are differences. Lcnin was making the point that
some people wint to hold up Tolstoy as the voice of the
Russian people. That, he says, is a distortion. In fact,
Tolstoy did give expression in a very vivid and sharp way
to the scntiments of a broad section of the Russian peo-
ple, but precisely that section which stood bctween the
two major classes in modern society, the bourgeoisie and
the proletariat (which were also the two major classa
coming to the fore on the stage c\ren of backward Rus-
sian sociay).

In particular in Russia, Lenin says, Tolstoy gave otpres-
sion to the broad peasant masses. And Lenin said in that
scnse there was much to be learned from Tolstoy, much
that's positive in what he did, but precisely if you take
Tolstoy's work as the voice of the Russian people as a
whole, or the most advanced expression, or the linb and
orientation and outlook to follow, then it turns it from a
good thing into a bad thing, it'turns it into its opposite'.
At the samE time as Tolstoy's work involves denlrneia-
tion and exposure of the system, and the suffering of the
people and their ouirage, it also involves and gives ex-
pression to the limitations of those class forces that are
precisely between the proletatiat and the bourgeoisie and.
which are potential allies of the proletariat but do not
have the same interests nor the same outlook as a class.

The rough analogy that I'm making here is to these
revolutionary nationalist trends. In other words, it.
would be quite wrong not to see in them an important ex-
pression of the outrage in U"S. society, the outrage of an
important section of the people, evEn if numerically
relatively small, that is the Black petty bourgeoisie and
those strata among the Black masses that tend to
gravitate spontaneously toward the outlook and pro-
gram put forward representing the Black petty
bourgeoisie. But, on the other hand, if a clear distinction
isn't drawn and if it's thought that some of this revolu-
tionary nationalist expression is really an expression of
the sentiments and still more so of the interests of the
proletorion masses of the Black people, and of their class
interests as part of the broader proletariat, broader in the
U"S. but even more than that of the international pro-
letariat, ultimately and most. fundamentally-if that
confusion is made, and the very clear class difference
there is slurred over or not brought out clearly and sharp-
ly, not only in our own understanding but to the masses
broadly, then in terms of our work, that will turn into its
opposite. It will work against our ability to correctly
unite with and to seek to divert and channel toward the
cause of proletarian revolution, even the most revolu-
tionary of the nationalist sentiments and expressions that
ultimately represent Black petty bourgeois strata, even if
they attract sections of the Black proletarian masses at
different times and to different degrees. That analogy
may have limitations, but I think it's helpful to pose it in
that kind of way.
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lnternrtionrl Arene Primery

Well, on the other hand, having stressed the impor-
tancc of the deepened and sharpened claSs polarization
within the Black nation, it's nec:ssary however, to recall
and re<mphasize a point that was made sharply in the
struggle against the Bundists, that is against the na-
tionalist deviations of the Black Workers Congress, the
Puerto Rican Rwolutionary Workers Organization, and
a few fores even within our own organization at that
time, the Rerrolutionary Union, which was the forerun-
m of the party. In the polemics with those forces, we
made the point that the main arena of class struggle, and
the most basic class contradiction in which the masses of
Black pcople were involved was not the class contradic-
tion between the Black proletariat and the Black
bourgeoisie. And the main enemy of the Black masses
was not the Black bourgeoisie. The main bourgeois force
they had to struggle against-the target of their strug-
.gle-was not the Black bourgeoisie. In fact, sections of it
might be able to be won over or at least neutralized in an
gll-around revolutionary struggle. But the arget of thot
struggle-the all-around revolutionary struggle-had in
fact to be the imperiolist bourgeoisie and those soeial
forceswhich were allied with it. And the basic class force
in opposition to them, of which the Black masses were a

crucial part, and which had to be developed asthc leader
of the revolution was the proletariat as a c/ass, that is, the
proletariat of all nationalities, with o[ course its
vanguard forccs, in particular its pafty, at the head.
Now, ironically, those forccs such as the Black Workers
Congress and the Puerto Rican Revolutionary Workers
Organization, the Bundists, because of their own na-
tionalism (and this'was something we stressed in
polemicizing against their line at that time) because of
their very nationalism; they tended to make the Black
bourgeoisie,.or bourgeois forces among the oppressed
nationalities more generally in U.S. society, more of an
enemy, saiv them morc as an obstacle thao the irnperialist
bourgeoisie itself. Aoually this was an expression i:f
Iheir narrow nationali3t outlook.

There is an important lesson there which has to be
drawn and applied particularly in roday's situation
where there is not only the deepened and sharpened class
polarization that has gone on among Black people, but
more importantly there is the deepening and sharpening
crisis, sharpening class contradictions in society as a,

whole and more than that in the world as a whole . ln that
context particularly, it's important to reeall and to
develop much more fully an aspect or dimertsion to this
that was not entirely left out at the time of those polemies
with the Bundists, but which we've deepened our overall
understanding of a great deal since, and that is that even
more fundamentally tlian the class contradiction in U.S.
society itself, the basic class contradiction that the pro-
letarian masses, including as a very important part of
that in the U.S. the Black proletarian masses, are involv-
ed in is ultimately the class contradiaion on an interna-
tionol scalet that is, there are in fact particularities to dif-
ferent countries, there are different procrsses and dialec-
tics to the revolution within different countries, and
within different types of countrics, but'that does not
negate the fact that all that is integrated into a single pro-
cess which takes place overall on a world scale. The single
process of the advance from the bourgeois epoch to the
communist epoch on a world scale is made up of very
diverse streams and currents and processes, but they are
integrated on a higher level into that overall process on a
world scale. And this is a point that is very important to
bring out to the masses, the proletariat and its allies. In
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general it's extremely important, and also it's important
to deepen that understanding among the Black masses in
terms of winning th ses away
from the nationalist and na-
tionalist perspective to a pro-
letarian outlook and

As we've stressed, and recently for example in the
response I wrote to a "Black nationalist with com-
munistic inclinations," if thearenais presented as merely
one of the nation, and if the class contradiction is treated
as taking place within that arena, even if you say you're
taking the standpoint of the proletariat ('.I'm for the
Black proletariat against the Black bourgeoisie" or
whatever it might be), that arena by itsclf is too narrow
and favors the bourgeoisie. In particular it favors not on-
ly Black bourgeois forces, but ultimarely the imperiatist
bourgeoisie. Precisely in order to win the masses of pro-
letarians-and here in parricular we are mlking about
Black proletarians-in order to win them toa proletarian
stand, to an internationalist stand and programme, it is
necessary to prBent the framework and the arena and
the horizons asrhey really fundamentally and most im-
portantly exist; that is, certainly not limired to just the
Black nation nor even just limited to U"S. society, but
first of all and fundamennlly rhe world as a whole and
the process and the revolutionary struggle uking place
on thot level with its vanous diverse currents and subor-
dinate proeesses, but as an integral overall process itself.
This in fact is the only way in whieh the proletarian
masses-including again panicularly we're talking about
the Black proletarian masses-can be won to the pro-
Ietarian line.

One of the forms of class struggle is "What is the
atrena?" Is the arena the nation or is the arena the inter-
national situation and the world situation and the world
struggle? And if the arena is presented as just the op-
pressed nation-lhat is, Black people-or just the U.S.
soeiety, then that's ultimately favorable to the
bourgeoisie. lt is precisely a poinr of class struggle to
fight for people to grasp that the arena objectively is and
must be reflected in their consciousness as being, firsr of
all and fundamentally the world arena and that the basic
contradiction thar they are involved in, in class terms, is
be plpletariat and its e im-
pe their allies on a wo all its
va rent processes dnd rents.
Without doing that it's not possible to win people to and
continue to lead'them on rhe basis of the proletarian line
and proletarian politics. And also importantly, if secon-
darily, it is the .only way in which the possible allies
among, for example, Black petty bourgeois forces or
even some Black bourgeois strata and forees can be won
over or at least neutralized wirh the development of a
strong proletarian revolutionary current; and especially
wirh the developrfient of an overall revolutionary situa-
tion" revolutionary movement, and the actual struggle
for the seizure of power and the transformation of socie-
ty" So even as we itress the importance of the deepened
and sharpened class polarization rhat has gone on within
the Black nation, among the Blaek people, yet this can
only be correctly understood, and the understanding on-
ly correctly urilized and turned into a strong weapon for
the proletariat and for its struggle, if in an overall sense ir
is presented in this light and in this framework and with
this kind of orientation and those kinds of horizons are
what people's sights are direcred toward. D



Mao
As the
Divicllnslip

Lehinism
As the
Briclge

Q: I want to ask you a quction on something you said
earlier in our discussion hcre. The Easic Principles
document' says that Mao Tsctung Thought is the crucial
dividing line in the international communist movement.
But whin we were talking about the parii and "Leninism
as the bridge," you said that the key thing to grasp in the
international communist movement is that there is no
Manism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thoug}t without
Leninism. I'm not posing these as in contradiction to
each other. But are you saying that there is a shift right
now in terms of what has to be struggled out particularly
within the international communist movement?
BA: I think the answer to that is that, at least in signifi-
cant part, we are dealing with different contradictions.
We said in our polemics with.Er Luue!r', and we, along
with others, stressed in the Communiqu6+'r and the
Basic Principles document, that the contributions of
Mao to the proletarian revolution and Marxism-
Leninism and his further development of them in theory
and practice was a crucial dividing line in the interna-
tional comrnunist morrcment and that a wrong stand on
that question could only mean that you were bound to
have, or degenerate quickly into, an opportunist posi-
tion. There was a period of time more or [ess from the
coup in China in '76 over the next several years, in-
cluding the time up to the issuing of the Communiqu€,
when that question was extremely acute and crucial in the
international communist movement. Today it remains a
very important and crucial question and a key dividing
line and we have to continue to wage a struggle around
that. But there has been a certain process within what
could generally be called the international communist
movement. with that meeting, and with that Communi-
qud in particular, there has been the establishment of a
certain pole; even if only in a beginning way, still in a very
important way and in the way of qualitative advance;
there has been the basic establishment of that pole which
includes as a crucial question the upholding of Mao's
contributions. It includes the stand that without
upholding Mao's contributions to Marxism-Leninism,
by repudiating Mao Tsetung Thought instead of
upholding it, you are bound to go into the opportunist
swamp. That pole has been planted, including insisting
on that question as a crucial dividing line question within
the international communist movement.

At the present time, however, there is still the process
c "The lntcrnational Unity of the Proletariat: What It Is and
How to Fight For lt", Revolution magazine, July 1980, a
polemic against the Canadian group En Lutte! (ln Struggle!).
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of continuing advance, and advance means motion
through contradiction. That's the nature of motion: mo-
tion itself is a contradiction and the motion of things pro-
ceeds though contradiction. The process of the develop-
ment of the international communist movement does not
rcmain the same and the.questions which are posed in
that dwelopment don't remain the same or exactly on
the same terms. And what I'm speaking to is a different
contradiction which has arisen more sharply precisely
because of the motion and development and the ad-
vance, including the planting of that pole which in turn
includes drawing sharply that dividing line around Mao.
So, what I'm spcaking to more is a question within the
camp of pcople very broadly speaking who stand on the
basis ofand assert their support for and their adherence
to Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought, or Marx-
ism-Lcninism and Mao's contributions to it and his
further development of it. This is the context in which
I'm bringing forward the importance of Leninism,
"Leninism as the bridge." Based on some initial obser-
vation, some study and some experiencr, I would say
that particularly among those broad forces now (the kind

who would identify with that pole or the kind who would
at least proclaim their adherence to Marxism-Leninism,
Mao Tsetung Thought or the contributions of Mao as a
qualitative development of Marxism-Leninism), among
those forces broadly speaking this question of Leninism
is a very sharp one and the question of Leninism as a
bridge, Leninism as the key to Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought as an integral ideology, is sharply pos-

ed and has very acute importance.
Speaking more broadly, if you include all the pro-

Albania forces, for example, it would be ridiculous to say

that the main problem with them is that they don't at
least in words adhere to Leninism, because all they talk
about is "Leninist norms," Now, in fact they don't
adhere to Leninism in substance including on some of the
most crucial questions of Leninism, such as opposition
to social+hauvinism. The Albanianites promote the
same kind of line as the Soviet revisionists and as the
Chinese revisionists to a large degree on the question, for
example, of the struggle for the independence and
sovereignty of the Western European imperialisms. The
Albanians stress independence and sovereignty against
U.S. imperialism as do the Soviet revisionists, while the
Chinese stress it in opposition to Soviet social-imperial-
ism, but it's just opposite pol nd

they have the same position f ng

the fatherland and they all ta nd
in regard to the lesser imperialist countries (that is the

ones other than the U.S. and the USSR)' So when I'm
speaking about Leninism as a bridge, I'm not talking
about the international communist movement in its

broadest terms including all the opportunist forces, in-
cluding all the centrist forces, particularly those who
have refused to recognize and take a correct position on

the question of Mao Tsetung and Mao Tsetung Thought
as a dividing line. I'm talking about those who hove, at

least in words, recognized that question and upheld Mao
Tsetung Thought as a continuation and a qualitative
development of Marxism-Leninism, whether or not
those forces have directly (or even at all) identified thcm-
selves with the pole as represented by the Communiqud.

vant, no longer true, no longer valid, they've been

superseded. It is said, for example , that this is the case on
thi question of the need for a vanguard party' a Leninist

..' Joint Communiqu€ of th-'e Autumn t980 lnternational

Conference-"To the Marxist-Leninists, the Workers and the

Oppressed of All eountries-" -
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party, and also on the question of defending the father-
land in an imperialist country. These forces pick up on
what is definitely secondary in Mao, but still amounted
to some errors of his in the direction of the united front
against the two superpowers, meaning that that united
front could include the "second world", that is, certain
imperialist powers; there were ev€n tendencies in Mao
toward the idea of a united front against the Soviet
Union involving imperialist forccs other than the Soviet
Union. These tendencies which we've summed up as er-
rors on Mao's part have been picked up by some and us-
ed to say either in substance or even directly that on a
number of these questions Lenin's positions and basic
Leninist principles are no longer valid. Some people say,
n'Well, in World War I Lenin was correct in fighting
agarnst defending the fatherland but this is different-
n-o* o,e have a new situation'" Basically thcl echo the

three-worlds line, even if they denounce the Chinese revi-

sionists: "Now we have two superpow€Ts in the world
and that means that these two superpovers will be

fighting not just to redivide the world' but for hegemony
irithe worldas a whole, and they're really the only two
that are capable of that, so all the other forces and states

in the worid will in fact find themselves confronted with
the need to fight
two superpowers
is justified in tha
claim to uphol

to uphold Marxism-
ught (or to uPhold
are basing themselves
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